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2mn(r, θ, φ) = k
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2mn(~r ) r > ro 67/87:
4,) ,  !"-()(%(*- (,* +*ﬁ")()!" !. <=> )"(&!+% *+ ;2 ?7@A (,'( 4)11 ;* %-*+ )" (,*
B&*-*"( &*B!&(/
C( )- "!(*+ (,'( (,* $*"*&'()"$ .%" ()!" !. 67/@: )"(&!+% *- )" 67/87: ' B!4*&D
"!&3'1)E'()!"F -% , (,'( '"2 -)"$1* c = 3 -B,*&) '1 4'G* 4)(, '3B1)(%+* 1 &'+)'(*-
' B!4*& !. 1/2 4'((/ H!&*!G*&F (,* .' (!&- )" .&!"( !. (,* -%33'()!" -)$"- )"
67/87: '11!4 !"* (! +*&)G* ' -)3B1* &*1'()!" .!& (,* (!('1 B!4*& )" 4'((- &'+)'(*+
















|Q(3)1mn|2 + |Q(3)2mn|2 67/8J:
4,) , 4)11 ;* 4)+*12 %-*+ )" (,* .!11!4)"$ -* ()!"-/
K,* -*&)*- !. 67/87: )- )" B&)" )B1* )"ﬁ")(*F ,!4*G*& -!3* !;-*&G'()!"-  '" ;*
3'+*/ C( )- "!(*+ (,'( (,* -B' * !%(-)+* (,* '"(*""' 3)")3%3 -B,*&*  '" ;*
G)*4*+ '- ' -B,*&) '1 4'G*$%)+*F 4)(, &'+)%- .&!3 ro (! )"ﬁ")(2F 4,*&* -B,*&) '1







)" &*'-)"$ r (,*  &!--D-* ()!" !. (,* -B,*&) '1 4'G*$%)+* )" &*'-*-F 4,)1* (,*  %(D!ﬀ
.&*M%*" 2 +* &*'-*-F '11!4)"$ )" B&)" )B1* '" )"ﬁ")(* "%3;*& !. -B,*&) '1 3!+*-
(! B&!B'$'(* '1!"$ (,* $%)+*/ >G*&2 3!+* B&*-*"(- ,!4*G*& ' (&'"-)()!" ;*(4**"
B&!B'$'()!" '"+ *G'"*- *" * '&!%"+ ' &'+)'1 +)-('" * rn = n/kF -)" * (,* 3!+*
+* '2- &'B)+12 4)(, )" &*'-)"$ r .!& r << rnF  !&&*-B!"+)"$ (! '" *G'"*- *"( 4'G*F
4,)1* )( +* '2- '- r−1 .!& r >> rnF  !&&*-B!"+)"$ (! ' B&!B'$'()"$ 4'G*/ K,)-
 '" *'-)12 ;* G)-%'1)E*+ ;2 B1!(()"$ (,* '3B1)(%+*- !. (,* (4! &'+)'1 .%" ()!"-








n (kr))F )" &*-B* ( !. kr .!& +)ﬀ*&*"( nF -**
0)$/ 7/I '  !&+)"$ (! ?7@A/ K,!%$, '11 3!+*- '&* B&!B'$'()"$ )" (,* .'&Dﬁ*1+F (,*
(&'"-)()!" B&!B*&(2 )3B1)*- (,'(F .!& '" '"(*""' 4)(, ' 3)")3%3 -B,*&* &'+)%-
roF 3!+*- 4)(, n > kro '&* ,)$,12 -%BB&*--*+ !%(-)+* (,* 3)")3%3 -B,*&* '"+
!"12 3!+*- 4)(, n < kro  !"(&);%(* 4)(, "!( "*$1)$);1* '3B1)(%+* (! (,* .'&Dﬁ*1+
'"+ '( (,* +)-('" * 4,*&* ' "*'&Dﬁ*1+ 3*'-%&*3*"( )- %-%'112 ('N*"/ K,%-F .!& '"
'"(*""' 4)(, 3)")3%3 -B,*&* roF (,* <=> !. (,* &'+)'(*+ ﬁ*1+  '" )" B&' () * ;*
(&%" '(*+ '( -!3* n = N / K,* G'1%* !. N F 4,) , *"-%&*- (,*  !"G*&$*" * !. (,*
-*&)*- !. 67/87:  '" ;* .!%"+ ;2 'BB12)"$ (,* .!11!4)"$ *3B)&) '1 &%1* )"(&!+% *+
;2 ?7@A
N = ⌊kro⌋+ n1, 67/8O:
 !" #$%&'()*+ ,*-& &.$*/0(1/ ""
 !"#$% &'() *+,-!.#/% 01 234 .5% 1#67.!06 h
(1)






n (kr))9 10$ n = 5, 10, 15, 20 60$+3-!:%/ .0 ; /< 3. kr = kro = 10'
=5%$% n1 /%,%6/> 06 .5% ,0>!.!06 01 .5% >0#$7% !6 .5% 700$/!63.% >?>.%+ 36/ 06 .5%
/%>!$%/ 377#$37? !6 .5% +%3>#$%+%6.' @6 ,3$.!7#-3$9 !1 .5% 36.%663 !> 7%6.%$%/ 3.
.5% 700$/!63.% >?>.%+ >0 .53. ro !> 3> >+3-- 3> ,0>>!8-%9 !1 .5% +%3>#$%+%6. >,5%$%
!> +0$% .536 5 =3A%-%6".5> 1$0+ .5% +!6!+#+ >,5%$% 36/ !1 4 70$$%7. /!"!.> !6 .5%
ﬁ%-/ 70+,#.3.!06 3$% >#ﬃ7!%6.9 n1 736 8% >%. %D#3- .0 109 08.3!6!6"
N = ⌊kro⌋+ 10. 2&'EF4
 ! "#$%&'%(#$ &)*+,-').*&/'+
 ! "#$ %$&'()$%$*" '+#$)$ ,' -./'$)0 & .&)1$) n1 #&' "/ 2$ -#/'$* 34567 8 %/)$
&--()&"$ 9&.($ /! N #&' 2$$* )$-$*".: +)/+/'$; 2: <$*'$* &*; =)&*;'$* 3>>6 2:
'"(;:,*1 "#$ $ﬀ$-" /! "#$ ")(*-&",/* /! "#$ '+#$),-&. nm@%/;$' ,* A47B4C D,"# "#$
'"/)&1$ -&+&-,": &*; -/%+("&",/*&. '+$$; /! "/;&:E' -/%+("$)'7 F#$: !/(*; "#&"
"#$ 9&.($ /! n1 ,' 1$*$)&..: */" & -/*'"&*" 2(" ;$+$*;' /* "#$ )&;,(' /! "#$ &*"$**&
%,*,%(% '+#$)$ &*; "#$ &%/(*" /! ")(*-&"$; +/D$) Ptr




D#$)$ "#$ +/D$) '+$-")(% ,' -/%+("$; D,"# A47BHC &*; & "/"&. )&;,&"$; +/D$)
Prad = 1 ,' &''(%$;7 F#$ *$D $I+)$'',/* /! N "/ 2$ ('$; ,* A47B4C ,' 1,9$* 2:
N = ⌊kro⌋+ 0.045 3
√
kro(−Ptr). A47BJC
 ! !/) $I&%+.$ & ")(*-&"$; +/D$) /! Ptr =@JK ;L ,' &../D$;0 A47BJC 2$-/%$'
N = ⌊kro⌋+ 3.6 3
√
kro. A47BMC
F#$ ")(*-&",/* 9&.($ N ;$"$)%,*$' "#$ '&%+.,*1 ,* θ &*; φ D#,-# &../D' "#$ NOP
"/ 2$ /2"&,*$; !)/% "#$ ;,'-)$"$ 9&.($' /! "#$ $.$-"),- ﬁ$.; %$&'()$; /* & '+#$)$
-$*"$)$; &" "#$ /),1,* /! "#$ %$&'()$%$*" -//);,*&"$ ':'"$% &*; -/*-$*"),- D,"#





 ! "#$ '%&..$'" -:.,*;$) +&)&..$. "/ "#$ %$&'()$%$*" z@&I,' &*; $*-./',*1 "#$ &*@






M = ⌊kρc⌋+ 10. A4744C
 ! "#$%& '$(& &)*$%+,-%
F#$ ROP $I+)$''$' "#$ $.$-")/%&1*$",- ﬁ$.; ,* & '/()-$@!)$$ )$1,/* /! '+&-$ &'
&* ,*ﬁ*,"$ -/*",*(/(' '+$-")(% /! +.&*$ D&9$'0 /! ;,ﬀ$)$*" -/%+.$I &%+.,"(;$'
&*; ;,ﬀ$)$*" D&9$ +)/+&1&",/* 9$-"/)'7 F#$ /),1,*&. ROP D&' ,*")/;(-$; 2:
O#,""&S$) &*; O&"'/* 3>H60 )$!/)%(.&"$; 2: N")&""/* 3>K6 &*; $%+./:$; !/) "#$
ﬁ)'" ",%$ 2: T$)*' 3>U6 ,* +.&*&) *$&)@ﬁ$.; &*"$**& %$&'()$%$*"'7 8 %/)$ )$@
-$*" ")$&"%$*" -&* 2$ !/(*; ,* 3>567 N,*-$ "#$ +)/+/'$; ;$ﬁ*,",/*' ;/ */" '#/D
'(2'"&*",&. ;,ﬀ$)$*-$' /) -/%+("&",/*&. &;9&*"&1$'0 "#$ */"&",/* ('$; ,* 3>56 ,'
-#/'$* &*; ('$; "#)/(1#/(" "#,' )$+/)"7
F#$ $I+)$'',/* /! "#$ ROP -&* 2$ ;$),9$; 2: '/.9,*1 V&ID$..E' $W(&",/*' ,*
-&)"$',&* -//);,*&"$' 3>G67 =/) "#,' +()+/'$0 D$ -/*',;$) "#$ $.$-")/%&1*$",- ﬁ$.;
 ! "#$%& '$(& &)*$%+,-% ./
 !"#!$%" &' ! ()* +% "#($ #&*$#), #, $-% +! $%(#!, +)) "#,!$% ('($%. )/ 0#12 3245
6#$- zo &%#,1 $-% 7! 1%($ z8+)) "#,!$% )/ $-% ()* +% ), $-% 9)(#$#:% z8!;#(2 <,7%((
)$-% 6#(% ($!$%"5 $-#( 6#77 &% $-% +!(% +),(#"% %" #, $-% %,$# % $-%(#(2 =% $-%,
6 #$% #, $-% ()* +%8/ %%  %1#), )/ (9!+% z > zo $-% :%+$) 6!:% %>*!$#), /) $-%
%7%+$ #+ ﬁ%7"
~E
(∇2 + k2) ~E(~r ) = 0 @323AB
!," $-% "#:% 1%,+% )/
~E
∇ · ~E(~r ) = 0. @3234B
C%;$5 6% "%+).9)(% $-% 9)(#$#), :%+$) ~r !," $-% %7%+$ #+ ﬁ%7" ~E !7),1 $-% +! $%8
0#1* % 324D E9!$#!7 ").!#, )/ :!7#"#$' z > zo )/ $-% F=G )/ G>(2 @32AHB !," @32AIB2





















=% $-%, #,$ )"*+% $-% $6)8"#.%,(#),!7 0)* #% $ !,(/) . )/ $-% %7%+$ #+ ﬁ%7" #,
 %(9%+$ )/ $-% x8 !," y8(9!$#!7 :! #!&7%( !++) "#,1 $) JAIK  !







~E(x, y, z)e−i(kxx+kyy)dxdy, "#$#%&
'()*
~T (kx, ky, z) +,(-. )*, /0 -, ' 1, !/,2)345 "678& 9: )*, ,0,2)3(2 ﬁ,0< 9- )*,
z=/0 -, 9: (-),3,!)>  -< kxky +,(-. )*, !/,2)3 0 1 3( +0,!$ ?: +9)* "#$#@&  -< "#$#A&
 
 !" #$%!&'() '"*#%+&,(- .#*+/ 0&' %!" %+1" 2&$'+"' %'#,(0&'1 &0 %!" "*"3%'+3 #,/ 1#4,"%+3 ﬁ"*/-
3#, 6" #77*+"/ #*(& %& %!" 7!#(&'( &0 %!" ﬁ"*/(- (+,3" 7!#(&'( #,/ %+1" /&1#+, 2&$'+"' 8$#,%+%+"(
(#%+(09 %!" (#1" ("% &0 :#;<"**)( "8$#%+&,(
 ! "#$%&'%(#$ &)*+,-').*&/'+
 !" #$%!&"! '! ()*$!+", -&'. !")/"0' '$ x  (, y '."1 2"0$+" !")/"0'&3"41
[





~T (kx, ky, z) = 0 567689
kxTx(kx, ky, z) + kyTy(kx, ky, z)− i ∂
∂z
Tz(kx, ky, z) = 0, 5676:9
-."!" '." ;<= &) '." %(>($-(7
?1 ,"ﬁ(&(A
k2z = k
2 − k2x − k2y, 567BC9
 (, )%2)'&'%'&(A 567BC9 &('$ 567689 -" '."( $2' &(
∂2 ~T (kx, ky, z)
∂z2
+ k2z ~T (kx, ky, z) = 0, 567BD9
-.$)" )$4%'&$( &) $* '." *$!+
~T (kx, ky)e
±ikzz
7 =&(0" -"  !" 0$()&,"!&(A '." )$%!0"E
*!"" !"A&$( z > zoF $(41 $%'A$&(A - 3") /!$/ A '&(A  4$(A '." /$)&'&3" zE G&)
,")0!&2", 21 eikzz . 3" /.1)&0 4 +" (&(A7
H." "G/!"))&$( $* '." ;<= '.%) 2"0$+")
~T (kx, ky, z) = ~T (kx, ky)e
ikzz. 567B69
I' &) &+/$!' (' '$ ($'"F 4$$>&(A  ' 567B69F '. ' '." / !'&0%4 ! zE,"/"(,"(0" $*
'." ;<=  44$-) '." 0$+/%' '&$( $*
~T (kx, ky, z) $(  (1 zE/4 (" z > zo 21 )&+/41
3 !1&(A '." 3 4%" $* z $(0" '." *%(0'&$( ~T (kx, ky) &) >($-(7
?1 )%2)'&'%'&(A 567B69 &('$ 5676:9 -" ﬁ(,
kxTx(kx, ky) + kyTy(kx, ky) + kzTz(kx, ky) = 0, 567BB9
-.&0.F 2"&(A "J% 4 '$
~k · ~T (kx, ky) = 0, 567BK9
&(,&0 '") '. ' *!$+ '." >($-4",A" $* '-$ 0$+/$("(') $* '." )/"0'!%+
~T (kx, ky)
'." '.&!, $(" 0 ( 2" $2' &(",7 L$!+ 441 Tx  (, Ty  !" 0$()&,"!", &(,"/"(,"('
 (, Tz &) ,"!&3",7









~E(x, y, z)e−i(kxx+kyy)dxdy, z > zo 567BN9
-.&0. $(0" !"3"!)", /!$3&,")








ikzzei(kxx+kyy)dkxdky z > zo 567BO9
-.&0. &) '." ;<P &( '." kxkyE,$+ &( $* '." "4"0'!&0 ﬁ"4, ~E(x, y, z) 3 4&, *$! "3"!1
z > zo -.&0. -&44 2" %)", &( '." "('&!" '.")&)7 PJ%&3 4"('41F 567BO9 &) '." &(3"!)"
#$%!&"! '! ()*$!+ $* '." ;<=
~T (kx, ky, z)F -.&4" 567BN9 0$()'&'%'") '." #$%!&"!
 ! "#$%& '$(& &)*$%+,-% ./
 !"#$%&!' &%  () )*)+ !,+ ﬁ)*.
~E(x, y, z)/
0# "# $,',*"! 1"2 1) +"# 1!, ) %&!  () '"3#) ,+ ﬁ)*.








i(kxx+kyy+kzz)dkxdky z > zo 45/678
1, (





kˆ × ~T (kx, ky). 45/6;8
<() 9"!,":*)$ kx, ky, kz "!)  () +"! )$,"# +&'=&#)# $ &%  () 1"9) =!&="3" ,&#
9)+ &!
~k> ,/)/> ~k = kxxˆ + ky yˆ + kz zˆ = kkˆ> "#. .,9,.)  () $=)+ !"* .&'",# ,#  1&
!)3,&#$>  () 9,$,:*) !)3,&# %&! k2x + k
2
y ≤ k2> "#.  () ,#9,$,:*) !)3,&# %&! k2x + k2y >
k2> $)) ?,3/ 5/@/ A(,*)  () $=)+ !"* 9"!,":*)$ kx "#. ky "!) !)"* )9)!21()!)>
kz ,$ !)"* ,#  () 9,$,:*) !)3,&#> kz =
√
k2 − k2x − k2y> "#. =B!)*2 ,'"3,#"!2 1, (




y − k2/ C)"*
9"*B)$ &% kz +&!!)$=&#.  & =!&="3" ,#3 =*"#) 1"9)$> 1(,*) ,'"3,#"!2 9"*B)$ &% kz
+&!!)$=&#.  & )9"#)$+)# =*"#) 1"9)$  (" "!) )D=&#)# ,"**2 "  )#B" ). 1, ( z/
<(),! +&# !,:B ,&# ,$ B$B"**2 #)3*,3,:*) " .,$ "#+)$ *"!3)!  ("# &#) 1"9)*)#3 (
%!&'  () "# )##"> E6;F "#. E5GF/
?,3B!) 5/@H I,$,:*) "#. ,#9,$,:*) !)3,&#$ &%  () $=)+ !"* kxkyJ.&'",#/
K# "* )!#" ,9) )D=!)$$,&# &%  () $=)+ !B'> 1(,+( 1,** :) B$). ,#  () %&**&1,#3
$)+ ,&#$> +"# :) %&B#. %!&'  ()  !,=*) ?&B!,)!  !"#$%&!' &%  () 9&*B') +B!!)# 
$&B!+)
~J(~r ) E6LF














0 ,$ ﬁ#"**2 !)+"**).  (" " $,'=*) !)*" ,&# )D,$ $ :) 1))#  () %"!Jﬁ)*. "#.  ()
9,$,:*) !)3,&# &%  () =*"#) 1"9) $=)+ !B'> "++&!.,#3  & E6LF "#. ENF>
lim
kr→∞
~E(r, θ, φ) = −e
ikr
r
ik cos θ ~T (k sin θ cosφ, k sin θ sinφ) 45/OG8
 ! "#$%&'%(#$ &)*+,-').*&/'+
= ~Efar(r, θ, φ) θ ∈ [0, π/2] φ ∈ [0, 2π]
 !" #$% &' () ()(*+,&- ./)-,&0) 0) ,!" "),&1" '2"-,1(* 304(&) "5-"2, (, ,!" 6017
3"1 6",8"") ,!" 9&'&6*" ()3 &)9&'&6*" 1":&0) 8!"1" kz = 0 ()3 ( '&):/*(1&,+ 0. ,!"
,+2" 1/kz &' /'/(**+ 21"'"), &) (, *"(', 0)" 0. &,' -0420)"),' ;<=>?  !&' -0)',&7
,/,"' ,!" 0)*+ 20''&6*" '&):/*(1&,+ ()3 ,!" )"-"''(1+ 6/, )0, '/ﬃ-&"), -0)3&,&0)
,0 21"9"), &, &' ( )/** &) ,!" (),"))( .(17ﬁ"*3 2(,,"1) &) ,!" xy72*()" Bθ = π/2C?
$!&*" ,!" '&):/*(1&,+ 30"' )0, (22"(1 "52*&-&,*+ &) BD?<ECF ,!" 1/kz7,"14 &' '"")
8!")
~T (kx, ky) &' 81&,,") &) ,"14' 0. ,!" 90*/4" -/11"), '0/1-"F BD?<GCF ()3 8!")
,!" 9&'&6*" 1":&0) 0.
~T (kx, ky) &' "521"''"3 &) ,"14' 0. ,!" .(17ﬁ"*3 2(,,"1)F BD?HICF
6+ )0,&-&): ,!(, k cos θ = kz? J) 21(-,&-"F ,!" kx7 ()3 ky7&),":1(*' (1" ,1/)-(,"3
(, ﬁ)&," 9(*/"' ±kxmax ()3 ±kymax 1"'2"-,&9"*+? J) '04" -('"'F "?:? 8!") ,!"
#$K &' 3","14&)"3 .104 ( 2*()(1 )"(17ﬁ"*3 4"('/1"4"), 09"1 ( ﬁ)&," '-() 2*()F
,!" #$K &' 1"*&(6*" 0)*+ 09"1 ,!" -"),1(* 2(1, 0. ,!" 9&'&6*" 1":&0) 0. ,!" '2"-7
,1(* 304(&) ;L<>F 8!&*" ,!" 2(1, 0. ,!" 304(&) 8!"1" ,!" '&):/*(1&,+ "5&',' 4/',
6" 3&'1":(13"3? J) 0,!"1 -('"' !08"9"1F &?"?F 8!") ,!" #$K &' 3","14&)"3 .104
( .(17ﬁ"*3 4"('/1"4"),F ( -042(-, 1():" 4"('/1"4"), 01 ( '2!"1&-(* )"(17ﬁ"*3
4"('/1"4"),F ,!" #$K (,F 01 -*0'" ,0F ,!" 6013"1 6",8"") ,!" 9&'&6*" ()3 &)9&'7
&6*" 1":&0)' -() 6" 3","14&)"3 ()3 ,!" '&):/*(1&,+ &' ,!/' M)08)? N 9"1+ :003
09"19&"8 0. 2*()(1 )"(17ﬁ"*3 (),"))( 4"('/1"4"),'F 3&'-/''&): '(42*&): ,!"01"4'
()3 "ﬃ-&"), -042/,(,&0)(* 4",!03'F &' :&9") &) ;<O>?
J) -0),1(3&-,&0) 8&,! BD?HICF '"9"1(* '-&"),&',' -*(&4"3 ,!(, "9()"'-"), 8(9"' -0)7
,1&6/," ,0 ()+ 3&1"-,&0) 0. ,!" .(17ﬁ"*3 ;<G>7;HI>7;HL>?  !&' ',(,"4"), 8(' ',10):*+
-0),"',"3 6+ $0*. ()3 P0*"+ &) ;HD>7;H<> 6+ /'&): '04" 0. ,!" :")"1(* 1"'/*,' 1"7
201,"3 &) ;HH>? N' ',(,"3 &) ;HH>F &, -() 6" '!08) 6+ ,!" /'" 0. ,!" ,!"01"4 0.
',(,&0)(1+ 2!('" ,!(, ,!" .(17ﬁ"*3 &' :&9") &) ()+ 3&1"-,&0) 6+ ,!" -0),1&6/,&0) 0.
,!" ',(,&0)(1+ 20&), 6"*0):&): ,0 ,!" 9&'&6*" 1":&0)F BD?HIC? Q08"9"1F 8!") ,!"
.(17ﬁ"*3
~Efar(~r) &' 81&,,") 6+ ~Efar(~r) = ~Efarvis(~r)+ ~Efarinvis(~r)F 8&,! ~Efarvis(~r)
()3
~Efarinvis(~r) 6"&): ,!" ('+42,0,&- (22105&4(,&0) 0. ,!" &)9"1'" P0/1&"1 ,1()'7
.014 0. ,!" '2"-,1/4F '"" BD?<=CF 1"'2"-,&9"*+ 2"1.014"3 09"1 ,!" 0)*+ 9&'&6*" ()3
0)*+ &)9&'&6*" 1":&0)F ,!1"" 1":&0)' 0. '2(-" )""3 ,!") ,0 6" 3"ﬁ)"3? J) ,!" 1":&0)
0 < θ < π/2F "R/&9(*"), ,0 0 < kz < 1F &, -() 6" 2109"3 ,!(, ~Efar(~r) ≃ ~Efarvis(~r)F
'&)-"
~Efarinvis(~r) 0)*+ 2109&3"' ,"14' 0. 013"1 !&:!"1 ,!() (kr)
−1
8!&-! -() 6"
)":*"-,"3 &) ,!" ('+42,0,&- 1":&0)? Q08"9"1F .01 θ = 0 ()3 θ = π/2F -011"'20)3&):
1"'2"-,&9"*+ ,0 kz = 1 ()3 kz = 0F ~Efarinvis(~r) :")"1(**+ 2109&3"' ( ,"14 0. 013"1
(kr)−1 8!&-! )""3' ,0 6" -0)'&3"1"3 &) ,!" ('+42,0,&- 1":&0)?  !"'" ,"14' !(9"
() 0220'&," '&:) -042(1"3 ,0 ,!" ,"14' 0. ,!" '(4" 013"1 2109&3"3 6+
~Efarvis(~r)
.01 θ = 0 ()3 θ = π/2F ()3 ,!/' -()-"* &) ,!" ﬁ)(* "521"''&0) 0. ~Efar(~r)?  !&' !('
*"3 ,0 ,!" -0)-*/'&0) ,!(, 0)*+ 0) ,!" ,80 2(1,&-/*(1 3&1"-,&0)' θ = 0, π/2 ,!" -0)7
,1&6/,&0) 0. ,!" "9()"'-"), 8(9"' &' &) :")"1(* )0, )":*&:&6*"F ()3 ,!(, "1101' (1" &)
21&)-&2*" &),103/-"3 &) -0)'&3"1&): ,!" &)9"1'" P0/1&"1 ,1()'.014 0. ,!" '2"-,1/4
0) ,!" 9&'&6*" 1":&0) (*0)"F
~Efarvis(~r)F (' -011"-, (22105&4(,&0) 0. ,!" .(17ﬁ"*3?
Q08"9"1F ,!" ,80 '2"-&(* 3&1"-,&0)' 8!"1" ,!" "9()"'-"), 8(9"' -0),1&6/," ,0 ,!"
.(17ﬁ"*3 .014 ( '", 0. 4"('/1" S"10F &?"? ,!"+ (1" 1"409(6*" 20&),'F ()3 ,!/' -()
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kˆ × ~Y mn (α, β)
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E˜(kˆ)eikkˆ·~r sinα dα dβ, <=>??A
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E at phi=0 cut coordinates system
Eth meas nom configuration
Eth from GRASP POPTD
Eph meas nom configuration
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E at phi=90 cut coordinates system
Eth meas nominal configuration
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E at phi=0 cut coordinates system
Eth meas nom configuration
Eth from GRASP POPTD
Eth GRASP MOM final model
Eph meas nom configuration
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Eth GRASP MOM final model
Eph meas nom configuration
Eph from GRASP POPTD
Eph GRASP MOM final model
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E at phi=90 cut coordinates system
Eth meas nominal configuration
Eth from GRASP POPTD
Eth GRASP MOM final model
Eph meas nom configuration
Eph from GRASP POPTD













E at phi=90 cut coordinates system
Eth meas nominal configuration
Eth from GRASP POPTD
Eth GRASP MOM final model
Eph meas nom configuration
Eph from GRASP POPTD
Eth GRASP MOM final model
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nβ(α, β)βˆ
"$%( αˆ = cosα cosβxˆ + cosα sinβyˆ − sinαzˆ /&3 βˆ = − sinβxˆ + cosβyˆ4 /&3 :!
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The transformation between the Spherical Wave Expansion (SWE) and the Plane Wave 
Expansion (PWE) is investigated with respect to a range of its fundamental properties. First, the 
transformation of individual spherical waves is studied in order to understand how these 
contribute to the different regions of the plane wave spectrum. Second, the number of spherical 
waves necessary to accurately determine the PWE over different regions of the spectral domain 
is investigated. Third, numerical aspects of the transformation are addressed. 
1. Introduction 
The Spherical Wave Expansion (SWE) and the Plane Wave Expansion (PWE) are two well-
known techniques to express time-harmonic electromagnetic fields in source-free regions of 
space.  While the SWE expresses the field as an infinite series of discrete spherical waves, the 
PWE expresses the field as an infinite continuous spectrum of plane waves. Each of these 
expansions exists in slightly different forms, e.g., with different expansion functions and 
different spectral domains, but these forms are all equivalent. The original form of the SWE 
was introduced by W. W. Hansen [1935], while the theory was popularized a few years later by 
Stratton [1941]. A more recent treatment was given by J. E. Hansen [1988] in relation to 
spherical near-field antenna measurements. The original PWE was introduced by Whittaker and 
Watson [1927], reformulated by Stratton [1941], employed by Kerns [1976] for planar near-
field antenna measurements, and recently treated by T. B. Hansen and Yaghjian [1999]. One 
form of the PWE employs as spectral variables the Cartesian components of the wave 
propagation vector [Hansen and Yaghjian, 1999], while another form employs instead its 
spherical components [Stratton, 1941].  The SWE and PWE have been extensively employed in 
both the optical and microwave frequency bands in areas like propagation and diffraction 
theory, imaging techniques, and antenna measurements, [Devaney, 1982], [Hansen and 
Johansen, 2000], [Mehler, 1988] and [Yaghjian, 1986]. The choice of employing the SWE or 
the PWE is determined by the geometry of the source configuration, the spatial region of 
interest, and the available information about the radiated fields.  
Though the SWE and the PWE can both be derived from the homogeneous vector Helmholtz 
equation, their regions of validity are fundamentally different. Employing a Cartesian ( , , )x y z -
coordinate system and the associated spherical ( , , )r   -coordinate system, the SWE is valid 
for all r > ro, where ro is the largest r-coordinate of the source and hence the radius of the so-
called minimum sphere, while the PWE is valid for all oz z where zo is the largest z-coordinate 
of the source, see Fig. 1.  It is noted, for later use, that ro is obviously always larger than or 
equal to zo, i.e., ro ≥ │zo│. For source regions with a planar aperture, the PWE will, by a proper 
orientation of the coordinate system, be valid in the extreme near-field of the aperture while this 
will not be the case for the SWE, see Fig. 1.  
While the mathematical formulations of the PWE and SWE are very different, as are their 
respective regions of validity, it can be shown that it is possible to derive one expansion from 
the other through a rigorous transformation. The necessary equations to perform the 
transformation, i.e. the PWE of the spherical vector wave functions of the SWE, were first 
presented by [Stratton, 1941, pp. 417] and later by [Morse and Feshbach, 1953, pp. 1865]. A 
complete treatment of the transformation was given by [Devaney and Wolf, 1974] and recently 
by [Varadan, Lakhtakia and Varadan, 1991]. These works on the SWE-to-PWE transformation 
concentrate on its mathematical derivation, while such aspects as convergence mechanism and 
truncation of the series and integrals involved in the transformation, as well as its numerical 
implementation, have been dealt with to a lesser degree.  
It is thus the primary purpose of the present work to investigate the fundamental properties of 
the SWE-to-PWE transformation. The transformation of individual spherical waves will be 
studied in order to understand how these contribute to the different regions of the plane wave 
spectrum.  Also, the number of spherical waves necessary to accurately determine the PWE 
over different regions of the plane wave spectrum will be investigated. Furthermore, numerical 
aspects of the transformation will be addressed. 
The SWE-to-PWE transformation is particularly useful in antenna diagnostics for spherical 
near-field antenna measurements [Cappellin, Frandsen and Breinbjerg, 2006][Cappellin, 
Breinbjerg and Frandsen, 2006]. Electrical and mechanical errors in an antenna may seriously 
affect the antenna performance, and while their presence is normally detected by anomalies in 
the measured far-field pattern, often only an analysis of the extreme near-field can allow their 
identification.  However, the computation of the extreme near-field is generally not possible 
when the field is expressed as a SWE obtained from a spherical near-field measurement, since 
the SWE is valid only outside the antenna minimum sphere of radius ro. One way to overcome 
this limitation is to transform the SWE into the PWE, which is valid on any z-plane z > zo, with 
│zo│≤ ro. Once the PWE is known, the extreme near-field can be computed and subjected to the 
diagnostics.  For this use, it is particularly interesting to note that the SWE-to-PWE 
transformation provides the contributions of the spherical waves in the visible as well as 
invisible regions of the spectral domain. The contribution of the invisible region of the PWE to 
the extreme near-field can be significant at distances less than one wavelength from the 
antenna, [Yaghjian, 1986] and [Wang, 1988], and it gives a spatial resolution better than the half 
wavelength provided by the visible region of the PWE [Booker and Clemmow, 1950]. 
The present manuscript focuses on fundamental properties of the SWE-to-PWE transformation 
that constitutes an essential step in this antenna diagnostics technique but does not document 
the diagnostics technique as such. The fundamental properties of the SWE-to-PWE 
transformation do have practical implications for the antenna diagnostics technique but this 
relies also on other essential steps, see e.g. [Cappellin, Frandsen and Breinbjerg, 
2006][Cappellin, Breinbjerg and Frandsen, 2006], and it is documented in more practically 
oriented works [Cappellin, Frandsen and Breinbjerg, 2007][Cappellin et al., 2007]. 
The present manuscript is organized as follows: In Section 2 the SWE and PWE are briefly 
summarized with attention to their definitions and regions of validity. In Section 3 the 
derivation of the SWE-to-PWE transformation is described and its fundamental properties are 
discussed in detail. In Section 4 a test case is presented for numerical investigation. All 
expressions are given in the S.I. rationalized system with a suppressed e
-iωt
 time convention. 
2. The Spherical Wave Expansion (SWE) and Plane Wave Expansion 
(PWE) 
We begin by introducing the SWE of the electric field E radiated by an antenna enclosed in a 
minimum sphere of radius ro [Hansen, 1988], 
(3) (3) (3) (3)
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with η being the medium intrinsic admittance, k the wave number, and r  the position vector 
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In these expressions (1) ( )nh kr  is the spherical Hankel function of the first kind, (cos )
m
nP   the 
normalized associated Legendre function of degree n and order m [Hansen, 1988, eq. A1.25], 
and ˆ ˆˆ, ,r    are the spherical unit vectors. It can be seen from Eqs. 2-3 that the r-dependence of 
the spherical vector wave functions is given by (1) ( )nh kr . For each spherical mode with index n 
a transition region exists around rn = n/k, since the mode decays rapidly with increasing r for 
 << nr r , corresponding to an evanescent wave, while it decays as r
-1
 for  >> nr r , corresponding 
to a propagating wave. Though all modes are thus propagating in the far-field, this transition 
property implies that, for an antenna with a minimum sphere radius ro, the high-order modes 
with n > kro are highly suppressed outside the minimum sphere and only modes with n < kro 
contribute to the far-field. Hence, the n-series in Eq. 1 can be truncated at 10oN kr   while 
maintaining a high accuracy of the far-field [Hansen, 1988]. 
The PWE of the same electric field E in the spectral kxky-domain valid for z > zo, with zo being 
the largest z-coordinate of the antenna, is given by [Hansen and Yaghjian, 1999] 
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where r  is the position vector with Cartesian coordinates ( , , )x y z  and kx, ky are the spectral 
variables, which, together with 2 2 2z x yk k k k   , constitute the Cartesian components of the 
wave propagation vector k , ˆ ˆ ˆx y zk k x k y k z   . ( , )x yT k k  is the plane wave spectrum at  
z = 0, while ( , ) z
ik z
x yT k k e is the spectrum for a given z-coordinate. The spectral domain is 











, see Fig. 2a. While the spectral variables kx and ky are real everywhere, kz is real in the visible 
region and purely imaginary with a positive imaginary part in the invisible region. Real values 
of kz correspond to propagating plane waves, while imaginary values of kz correspond to 
evanescent plane waves that are exponentially attenuated with z. Their contribution is usually 
negligible at distances larger than one wavelength from the antenna [Yaghjian, 1986][Wang, 
1988]. In practice, the kx- and ky-integrals in Eq. 4 are truncated at finite values ±kxmax and ±kymax, 
respectively. At the border between the visible and invisible regions 0zk  and a singularity of 
the type 1/kz is generally present in at least one component of the plane wave spectrum 
T [Hansen and Yaghjian, 1999]. A necessary but not sufficient condition to avoid such a 
singularity is that the antenna far-field pattern exhibits a null for θ = π/2. It is finally recalled 
that a simple relation exists between the far-field and the visible region of the plane wave 
spectrum, according to [Hansen and Yaghjian, 1999, eq. 3.133] and [Booker and Clemmow, 
1950], 
( , , ) lim ( , , )
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3. The SWE-to-PWE transformation and its properties 
3.1  Theory 
 
It will now be shown how the SWE of Eq. 1 can be transformed into the PWE of Eq. 4. The 
following derivation is based on [Devaney and Wolf, 1974], however it has been extended 
[Cappellin, Frandsen and Breinbjerg, 2006] in order to use the power-normalized spherical 
vector wave functions, the kxky-PWE, and the S.I. system of units. The use of the power-
normalized spherical vector wave functions turns out to be particular advantageous since these 
are employed in the textbook [Hansen, 1988] and in the software SNIFTD [homepage of 
SNIFTD], which have become widely used standards for spherical near-field antenna 
measurements. There are alternative derivations of the SWE-to-PWE transformation, and one 
such approach is given in Appendix A. The transformation will be derived in 3 steps. 
The first step consists of introducing the PWE of the spherical vector wave functions, and since 
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with ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ/ sin cos sin sin cosk k k α β x α β y α z     being the unit wave propagation vector, the 
spectral variable β belonging to the interval [-π, π] and the spectral variable α belonging to the 
complex contour B, see Fig. 3. Real values of α correspond to propagating waves, while 
complex values of α correspond to evanescent waves.  The function ( , )mnY    is the vector 
spherical harmonics which can be expressed as  
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with ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆcos cos cos sin sinx y z         and ˆ ˆ ˆsin cosx y     .  
Second, the PWEs of Eqs. 6-7 are substituted into the SWE of Eq. 1 and the order of integration 
and summation is interchanged, obtaining the PWE of the electric field in the spectral αβ-
domain 
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Thus, the spectrum complex amplitude can be calculated from the knowledge of the SWE 
coefficients 
(3)
1mnQ  and 
(3)
2mnQ .  
Third, the spectrum in the spectral αβ-domain, cosˆ( ) ik zE k e  , is translated into the kxky-domain 
obtaining ( , ) z
ik z
x yT k k e , since it can be shown that 
cos1 ˆ( , )  ( )zik z ik zx y
z
T k k e E k e
k
                                                                                              (11) 
where α and β on the right hand side are expressed as functions of the spectral variables kx and 
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Obviously the arcsin and arctan functions must be implemented to ensure the correct contour B 
for the angle α and the interval [-π, π] for the angle β. 
Eq. 11 is derived by applying to Eq. 9 a change in the integration variables 
using sin cosxk k   , sin sinyk k   , coszk k  , and by identifying the obtained result 
with Eq. 4. With Eq. 12, the α- and β-values corresponding to chosen kx- and ky-values can be 
calculated exactly without interpolation. By combining Eqs. 10-11-12, the plane wave spectrum 
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In order to calculate the PWE of Eq. 4 from the known SWE of Eq. 1 we can summarize the 
required steps as follows: 
 
1. Choose a certain kxky-spectral domain according to the desired spatial resolution (see later). 
2. For every point in the kxky-spectral domain determine the corresponding α- and β-values from 
Eq. 12. 
3. Calculate the plane wave spectrum at the chosen z-plane with Eq. 13. 
 
It is emphasized that Eqs. 6-7-10 are of fundamental importance in the theory of modal 
expansions and provide the theoretical justification for the SWE-to-PWE transformation. In 
particular it is noted that the spectrum complex amplitude ˆ( )E k   is an analytic function in its 
complex domain of definition, since it can be expressed by the spatial Fourier transform of the 
finite source distributions, [Devaney and Wolf, 1974] and [Gerchberg, 1974]. Second, ˆ( )E k   is a 
vector function normal to the unit vector kˆ , i.e., ˆ ˆ( ) 0k E k  . Third, the vector spherical 
harmonics  ( , )mnY    and 
ˆ ( , )mnk Y    constitute a complete orthogonal basis for all analytical 
vector functions normal to the unit vector kˆ , [Devaney and Wolf, 1974]. Thus Eq. 10 becomes 
the necessary intermediate step for the transformation from the SWE to the PWE, or vice- versa. 
It is finally noted that though we begin with a SWE that is only valid outside the minimum 
sphere, r > ro, the obtained PWE is valid also inside the minimum sphere for all points with z > 
zo since 
ˆ( )E k  is independent of z. 
 
3.2  Fundamental properties 
 
We will now discuss some fundamental properties of the SWE-to-PWE transformation related to 
resolution, exponential growth of the spherical vector wave functions, and transformation of 
individual spherical modes. 
First, once the plane wave spectrum ( , , )x yT k k z  is computed through Eq. 13, the spatial 
resolution along the x- and y-directions, x and y , of the electric field obtained from Eq. 4 is 
given by max max/ /x x y yk k     . A spatial resolution better than half a wavelength, λ/2, is 
thus provided when part of the invisible region is taken into account, since either kx, ky or both 
are larger than the wavenumber k = 2π/λ.  Here, the resolution is defined as the spatial distance 
between the nulls of the fastest oscillating spectral component.  On the other hand, for a given 
desired spatial resolution, δx and δy,  the required range of the PWE is obtained from 
max max/   and /x x y yk k     , and this range will then determine the number of modes in the 
SWE and thus the truncation number N (see later). 
Second, from Eqs. 2-3-8 we observe that 
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 , with s = 1, 2,  is the far-field pattern function of the 
spherical vector waves [Hansen, 1988]. Thus, the computation of ˆ( )E k  by Eq. 10 corresponds 
to the SWE of the far-field. This implies that all information about the visible and invisible 
spectral regions of the plane wave spectrum is in principle contained in the far-field.   However, 
while the traditional truncation in the n-index at N = kro+10 provides accurate values of the 
SWE of the electric far-field [Hansen, 1988] and thus of the spectrum ( , )x yT k k  in the visible 
region, the same truncation value will in general not be sufficient in the invisible region as it 
will be shown below. The reason for different convergence rates in the two regions lies in the 
fact that the invisible region is described by complex values of the spectral variable α, see Fig. 
3. The trigonometric functions in α appearing in the associated Legendre functions contained in 
( , )mnY   , see Eqs. 8-14-15, are not limited in the complex domain described by the contour B. 
This has two consequences: The first one is that computational problems appear in the 
evaluation of the associated Legendre functions in the invisible region already for moderate 
values of n. The second one is that the exponential growth of these functions requires Q 
coefficients of extremely low values, normally provided by high n- and m-modes, in order for 
the series of Eq. 13 to reach convergence. While the exponential growth of the trigonometric 
functions in the invisible region is an inherent mathematical property, we notice however that 
the transformation of Eqs. 13-15 does not require the calculation of the vector spherical 
harmonics ( , )mnY    themselves but rather their product with the function exp(ikzz), which is 
exponentially decaying in the invisible region. The exponential growth of the vector spherical 
harmonics can thus be limited by embedding the term exp(ikzz) into the computation of 
( , )mnY    for complex values of α and choosing the z-plane appropriately. The intermediate 
computation of the extremely large values contained in the vector spherical harmonics is thus 
avoided since the product with exp(ikzz) is automatically considered. This procedure also 
reduces the computation time of Eq. 13. If the associated Legendre functions are computed 
through the rotation coefficients defined in [Hansen, 1988, eqs. A2.17-18-19], it is found that 
the embedding of the factor exp(ikzz) results in a sum of exponential terms where the largest 
contribution is  f(n, α, z) given by  
 
( , , ) exp( Im{ } sinh(Im{ }))f n z n k z                                                                                                                       
(17)
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
with α belonging to the domain B depicted in Fig. 3, and n being the degree of the associated 
Legendre function (cos )
m
nP   in Eq. 8. Hence, for a given point in the invisible region of the 
plane wave spectrum characterized by a negative value of Im{ } , and a given term in the SWE 
characterized by the index n, Eq. 17 shows that the exponent can be kept bounded and less than 
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Eq. 18 can thus be used as a guideline to select the appropriate z-plane for a given point in the 
invisible region and the maximum n = N in the series of Eq. 13. In Fig. 4 the relation of Eq. 18 
is illustrated for different values of n, z and Im{α} in the case of S = 0. For example, if  
Im{α} = -1.317, corresponding to kx = 2k (light blue line), and if n = 50, the z-plane should be 
selected larger than 6λ. It is noted that the z-plane given by Eq. 18 is normally too large for the 
purpose of diagnostics where only the extreme near-field is of interest. However, since the z-
dependence of the plane wave spectrum T is given by exp(ikzz), we are allowed to choose with 
Eq. 18 a certain z-plane to make the computation of the single terms of Eq. 13 more efficient, 
and then back-propagate the result of the double summation of Eq. 13 to a new  z2-plane, z2< z, 
which is the one of interest for the diagnostics. This can be accomplished by simply multiplying 
by exp(-ikzΔz), with Δz = z-z2. 
In order to provide an insight into how the plane wave spectrum depends on the n- and m- 
spherical modes and to better understand how a given spherical wave transforms and 
contributes to the visible and invisible regions of the spectral kxky-domain, we now concentrate 
on Eqs. 14-15 and study the behaviour of mnT1  and mnT2  on the z-plane z = 0 with varying n 
and m. We first note that the magnitudes 1 1 2 2mn mn mn mnT T T T     and that these are 
azimuthally constant since the β dependence is given by eimβ. We can then choose either a fixed 
n-mode and vary the m-modes, m  = 0, 1, ..., n, or  a fixed m-mode and vary the n-modes, n = 
max(1, m ), …, N, see Fig. 2b. For a fixed n-mode, see Fig. 5 for the case of n = 3, we observe 
that every m-mode with 1m   provides a null at 0x yk k  , and this null is surrounded by a 
circular region of low magnitude with a radius that increases for increasing m, in accordance 
with the well-know property that only modes with 1m   are nonzero on the z-axis. We also 
notice that the smaller the m , the larger the value of mnT1  in the invisible region, again see 
Fig. 5. For a fixed m-mode, see Fig. 6 for the case m = 0, there is an annular null inside the 
visible region, with a radius that decreases for increasing n. We finally observe that for larger n, 
the period of oscillation of mnT1  inside the visible region becomes smaller, and the magnitude 
in the invisible region becomes larger, again see Fig. 6.  
All these observations are useful in understanding the mapping of a given spherical wave into 
the spectral kxky-domain. It should be kept in mind however that what happens in the general 
case of a series of spherical waves is more complicated, since the spherical waves are weighted 




2mnQ . The influence of the expansion coefficients on Eq. 13 will 
be analyzed through an extensive numerical investigation in Section 4, where the possibility of 
truncating the infinite n-modes to a finite N will be also taken into account. 
It is finally noticed that the number of terms contained in Eq. 13 for a given truncation in the n-
modes equal to N, is given by 2N·(N+2). If the extents of the spectral kxky-domain are given by 
2kxmax and 2kymax along the kx- and ky-axis respectively, then, for chosen sampling densities δkx 
and δky, maxR = (2 / )+1x xk k  points will be present in kx and max = (2 / )+1y yV k k  points in ky. 
Thus, the total number of terms that must be calculated in Eq. 13 is R·V·2N·(N+2), where each 
term is of the form of Eq. 14 or 15.  
 
3.3  A simple test case: the electric Hertzian dipole at the origin 
 
In order to illustrate the SWE-to-PWE transformation and the computation of the visible as well 
as invisible regions of the plane wave spectrum from the Q coefficients of the SWE, we 
consider a z-oriented electric Hertzian dipole with dipole moment p located at the origin of the 
coordinate system.  
For this antenna configuration we know from [Hansen, 1988, Eq. 2.117] that the SWE of the 
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When Eq. 19 is substituted into Eq. 13 and Eq. 12 is used, the plane wave spectrum becomes 
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which agrees with the plane wave spectrum obtained directly from the dipole current [Hansen 
and Yaghjian, 1999, eq. 3.109]. Though this configuration is particularly simple, it illustrates 
the general property that each spherical vector wave contributes to the entire spectral domain of 
the PWE – the visible region as well as the invisible region – and that the complete PWE can be 
obtained from the complete SWE. For a general antenna more Q coefficients will be present in 
the SWE of the radiated field, and thus more terms will be required in the computation of Eq. 
13 as illustrated in the following section. 
4. Numerical investigation on the SWE-to-PWE transformation 
In this section we investigate the properties of the SWE-to-PWE transformation of Eq. 13, in 




2mnQ are included. The purpose is to study the possibility of truncating the infinite n-
series to a finite value N that might be different from the truncation number used in far-field 
calculations. In order to do that, we investigate the case of an x-oriented electric Hertzian dipole 
displaced on the x-axis, see Fig. 7. In spite of its apparent simplicity, this test case possesses 
characteristics that are representative for more complex antennas, and its use here is motivated 
by several factors. First, since any source distribution can in principle be constructed from a 
combination of properly positioned, oriented and excited Hertzian dipoles, the case of a single 
dipole is representative for more realistic sources. Second, as it will be seen in Eqs. 22-23, a 
single electric Hertzian dipole displaced from the origin of the coordinate system possesses an 
infinite SWE like any complex antenna, which allows us to study the truncation of Eq. 13 to 
finite N-values. Third, the Hertzian dipole allows the analytical calculation of the exact plane 
wave spectrum which provides the necessary reference to investigate such a truncation, see Eqs. 
24-26. We have investigated other source configurations, see for example [Cappellin, Frandsen 
and Breinbjerg, 2006][Cappellin, Breinbjerg and Frandsen, 2006]  for an array of Hertzian 
dipoles and a rectangular aperture in free-space, but the present one with a single dipole shows 
qualitatively – though not quantitatively – the same properties.  
For the x-oriented dipole with dipole moment p located at the position x = ro the Q coefficients 
can be calculated analytically [Hansen, 1988, eq. A1.78] 
(3)
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with jn(kr) being the spherical Bessel function of the first kind. Different values of ro  have been 














   [Hansen, 1988, eq. 2.55], normalized to the value 
of Prad (1), is shown in Fig. 8. It is seen that the peak occurs at 12on kr  , as expected, and 
that the major amount of power is contained in the first 10oN kr   modes. By use of Eqs. 
12-13-22-23 the plane wave spectrum is calculated for different truncation numbers N and 
resolved in its Cartesian components Tx, Ty, and Tz. These are then compared to the exact plane 
wave spectrum, calculated analytically from the dipole current distribution as [Hansen and 
Yaghjian, 1999, eq. 3.109] 
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From Eqs. 24-26 it is seen that Tref x and Tref y contain the singularity in kz. Fig. 9 shows the 
normalized magnitude (in logarithmic scale) of the x-component, Tref x and Tx, on the plane 
0.2z  , for N = kro, N = kro+10, N = kro+20, N = kro+30, and N = kro+38, while the 
corresponding phase plots in radians are given in Fig. 10. From Fig. 9 it is possible to 
distinguish the singularity for kz = 0, the nulls occurring at kx = ±k, and the exponential decay in 
the invisible region. Eq. 13 is a convergent series and we notice from Fig. 9 that the spectral 
region in the kxky-domain where the convergence is reached gradually increases with increasing 
N. For N = kro= 12 the visible region is not completely reconstructed but the convergence is 
reached with N = kro+10 = 22, in the visible region and at kz = 0. Values of 10oN kr   only 
influence the invisible region.  
The convergence mechanism can also be understood by considering the n-mode power 
spectrum of Fig. 8. The extremely low values of power contained in the high n-modes are given 
by corresponding extremely low values of Q-coefficients which keep finite the product with the 
diverging spherical vector wave functions, and provide the necessary terms in order for the 
series of Eq. 13 to reach convergence. A plot of the amplitude of Tx as a function of N for 
specific points in the spectral domain is shown in Fig. 11. We clearly distinguish two different 
mechanisms: the series of Eq. 13 reaches convergence with N = kro+10 = 22 for points in the 
visible region, while additional N terms are needed to reach convergence for points in the 
invisible region. In particular, for the spectral point (kx, ky) = (1.2k, 0) (blue curve in right-hand 
plot of Fig. 11), convergence is not reached until N = kro+23 = 35.  For the spectral point (kx, ky) 
= (1.6k, 0) (red curve in right-hand plot of Fig. 11) convergence is not reached until N = kro+33 
= 45; and for (kx, ky) = (1.8k, 1.8k) (black curve in right-hand plot of Fig. 11) convergence is not 
within the first 50 terms of the SWE.  Furthermore, it is interesting to note that for these 
spectral points the magnitude of the accumulated series becomes very large, in excess of 
100dB, for intermediate values of N  before it converges at a level of some -10dB.  For all of 
these spectral points in the invisible region, the first few terms (N < 5) are bounded and the 
accumulated series has values comparable to those for points in the visible region. A plot of the 
real and imaginary parts of Tx as a function of N, see Fig. 12, shows that the path to 
convergence for points with ky = 0 and kx > k forms a rectangular spiral which initially diverges 
but then converges to the final value. For points within the visible region, the convergence path 
is more irregular though obviously much faster. It has been observed that these mechanisms of 
convergence are independent of the spectral component and govern both the amplitude and the 
phase. The truncation number N required to reach convergence in the [-2k, 2k] domain depends 
on ro and it has been found that o4oN kr kr  constitutes a good rule-of-thumb. This rule holds 
for the present case of a single dipole and was also observed for other antenna configurations 
[Cappellin, Frandsen and Breinbjerg, 2006] [Cappellin, Breinbjerg and Frandsen, 2006], 
though it may not be generally valid. Moreover, as a consequence of the properties of the 
expansion of Eq. 10, the convergence mechanism is independent of the z-plane of observation 
though the spectrum in the invisible region of course becomes negligible with larger z-
coordinates, see Fig. 13 for the case z = 4λ. 
Since the Hertzian dipole investigated here is displaced along the x-axis, the convergence of the 
SWE-to-PWE transformation depends only on the kx spectral variable and is thus independent 
of the ky spectral variable as seen from Figs. 9-10.  For sources distributed along both the x- and 
y-axes, the convergence will depend on both kx and ky in the sense that all points in the visible 
region reach convergence with N = kro+10, while all points in the invisible require more terms 
depending on their location in the spectral domain and the antenna size. 
5. Conclusions 
Fundamental properties of the SWE-to-PWE transformation have been investigated analytically 
and numerically. The transformation allows the calculation of the PWE in the visible as well as 
the invisible spectral regions from the knowledge of the Q-coefficients of the SWE. The 
transformation of individual spherical waves was studied in order to determine how these 
contribute to different regions of the spectral domain. It was noted that each spherical wave 
contributes to the visible as well as the invisible regions and thus provides information on the 
propagating as well as evanescent waves of the PWE. Also, the convergence properties of the 
transformation were studied, and it was found that these are vastly different for the visible and 
invisible regions of the PWE. While a truncation in the n-modes at N = kro+10, with ro being 
the radius of the minimum sphere, is generally sufficient to reach convergence in the visible 
region, a much higher value is necessary in the invisible region, where the path to convergence 
was found to involve very large intermediate values. For the configuration investigated here, a 
truncation number N = kro+4 kro was found to be necessary for a [-2k, 2k] region of the spectral 
domain. Furthermore, it was shown how the numerical problem of calculating the spherical 
wave functions for a given n- and m- mode in points of the invisible region can be overcome by 
embedding the exp(ikzz) term in the calculation of the associated Legendre functions, and 
guidelines were provided to find the proper z-plane. Finally, it was pointed out that the 
determination of the PWE in the invisible region leads to an improved spatial resolution 
compared to the traditional half a wavelength provided by the visible region alone.  
The SWE-to-PWE transformation constitutes an essential step in a new antenna diagnostics 
technique for spherical near-field antenna measurements, where the extreme near-field must 
subsequently be computed from the obtained PWE using Eq. 4 by either a direct numerical 
integration or, more efficiently, an inverse Fourier transform [Cappellin, Frandsen and 
Breinbjerg, 2006]. It is noted that the antenna diagnostics technique based on the SWE-to-PWE 
transformation will be influenced and limited by the finite dynamic range and accuracy of the 
measurement system. This will limit the number of terms in the SWE that can be accurately 
measured and the spectral region where convergence can be reached [Cappellin, Breinbjerg and 
Frandsen, 2006] [Cappellin, Frandsen and Breinbjerg, 2007][Cappellin et al., 2007]. 
Nevertheless, the properties of the SWE-to-PWE transformation investigated above are 
generally also of practical importance and determine, along with the quality of the measurement 
system, the accuracy and the efficiency of this antenna diagnostics technique [Cappellin, 
Frandsen and Breinbjerg, 2007][Cappellin et al., 2007].  
Appendix A 
In this appendix the SWE-to-PWE transformation is derived along the lines of [Hansen and 
Yaghjian, 1999, Section 3]. We begin by introducing the far-field expression for the SWE of 
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with [0, ]   and [0,2 ]  .  ( , )F    is the far-field pattern, and ),( smnK  the far-field 
pattern functions [Hansen, 1988, pp. 49] 
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Next, we consider the PWE of Eq. 4 and in particular its far-field expression in Eq. 5 [Hansen 
and Yaghjian, 1999, eq. 3.133] 
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By identifying Eq. (a) and (e) in the spatial domain where both hold, [0, / 2] [0,2 ]     , 
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where sin cos xk k   and sin sin yk k   are the spectral variables.  In the first place, this 
relation holds for real θ-angles and thus the visible region, 2 2 2x yk k k  .  However, since the 
far-field pattern of a finite source distribution is an analytic function, [Hansen and Yaghjian, 
1999] and [Gerchberg, 1974], it is possible to analytically continue the far-field pattern to 
complex θ-angles, obtaining from Eq. (f) the plane wave spectrum also in the invisible region, 
2 2 2
x yk k k  . While the relationship between the plane wave spectrum and the far-field pattern 
can be found from Eq. (e) alone, the use of Eq. (a), and thus of the first equality in Eq. (f), 
allows the analytical continuation to complex values of θ, overcoming the difficulty of 
continuing a measured far-field pattern [Hansen and Yaghjian, 1999, pp. 136]. 
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allowing values of kx and ky larger than k and ensuring  B and [0,2 ]  , writing 
coszk k   and by defining ( , ) ( , , )
zik z
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                                                                                  (l) 
The plane wave spectrum ( , , )x yT k k z can thus be written in its entire kxky-domain from the 
knowledge of the Q coefficients of the SWE of the radiated field.   
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An effective technique for extracting the singularity of plane wave spectra in the computation 
of antenna aperture fields is proposed. The singular spectrum is first factorized into a product of 
a finite function and a singular function. The finite function is inverse Fourier transformed 
numerically using the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform, while the singular function is inverse 
Fourier transformed analytically, using the Weyl-identity, and the two resulting spatial 
functions are then convolved to produce the antenna aperture field. This paper formulates the 
theory of the singularity extraction technique and illustrates the effect of this for an array of 
electric Hertzian dipoles.   
 
1. Introduction 
The plane wave expansion (PWE) is widely used in antenna theory, as well as diffraction, 
imaging and propagation theory, to represent the electromagnetic field in source-free regions of 
space as an infinite, continuous spectrum of plane waves [1]-[3]. The plane wave spectrum 
(PWS) of the PWE is an analytic function on the entire spectral domain, except possibly at the 
circular border between the visible and invisible spectral regions where a singularity may exist 
[4].  Since the PWS at, and close to, this circular border corresponds to the far-field radiation 
pattern at wide angles, a zero of the pattern at those angles is a necessary condition for the PWS 
to be finite. Otherwise, the PWS possesses a singularity there, and this is thus the case for most 
antennas. 
In applications where the aperture field is calculated from the PWS this singularity must be 
taken properly into account in order to ensure the accuracy of the aperture field. In some cases, 
e.g., where the PWS is determined from a planar near-field measurement over a finite scan plan, 
 the PWS is reliable only over the central part of the visible region of the spectral domain [5], 
and the part of the domain where the singularity exists must be disregarded.  However, in other 
cases, e.g., where the PWS is determined from a far-field measurement, a compact range 
measurement or a spherical near-field measurement, the PWS at, or close to, the border between 
the visible and invisible regions can be determined and the singularity is thus known.   
Since the PWS and the aperture field constitute an inverse Fourier transform pair, the Inverse 
Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) is normally used for computation of the aperture field from the 
PWS. However, the singularity of the PWS, though integrable, prevents a straightforward 
application of the IFFT. Many singularity extraction techniques for numerical integration have 
been proposed, in particular for integral equation and method of moment techniques [6][7], but 
here a different approach is used.  
The purpose of this work is to formulate and validate a new singularity extraction technique for 
the computation of antenna aperture fields from singular plane wave spectra.  In this technique 
the singular PWS is first factorized into a product of a finite function and a singular function. 
The inverse Fourier transforms of these two spectral functions are then calculated.  For the 
finite function this is done numerically using the IFFT, and for the singular function this is done 
analytically using the Weyl-identity. Finally, the two thus obtained spatial functions are 
convolved to produce the antenna aperture field.  In this work the effect of the singularity 
extraction technique is applied to a simple test case in order to isolate and identify the 
singularity and its influence on the aperture field.  However, the singularity extraction technique 
has been applied also to real measurements data for practical and complicated antennas [8]-[9]. 
The present manuscript is organized as follows: In Section 2 the PWE theory is briefly 
summarized with particular attention to the singularity. In Section 3 the singularity extraction 
technique is formulated, while Section 4 illustrates its effect through a numerical test case. All 
expressions are given in the S.I. rationalized system with a suppressed e
-iωt
 time convention. 
 
2. The Plane Wave Expansion 
The PWE of the electric field E ,  valid for z > zo with zo being the largest z-coordinate of the 
antenna as indicated in Fig. 1a, is given by [4] 
 ( ) 1
1
( , , ) ( , ) ( , , ) ,
2
x yz
i k x k yik z





              (1a) 
where (x,y,z) are the Cartesian coordinates of the observation point with position vector r , 
while kx and ky are the spectral variables which together with 
2 2 2
z x yk k k k   , with k being 
the wavenumber, constitute the Cartesian components of the wave propagation vector k . Eq. 
1a shows that the two-dimensional inverse Fourier transform (IFT), F
-1
, of the PWS for a given 
z-coordinate z > zo, ( , , ) ( , ) z
ik z
x y x yT k k z T k k e , provides the electric field E  at that  z-plane. 
The inverse of Eq. 1a is obviously  
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1
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x yi k x k y
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evanescent plane waves. The two spectral variables kx and ky are real, while kz is real in the 
visible region but purely imaginary with a positive imaginary part in the invisible region to 
 satisfy the radiation condition. Since the evanescent plane waves are exponentially attenuated 
with increasing z-coordinate, their contribution to the field is usually negligible at distances 
larger than one wavelength from the antenna [3]. In practice, the kx- and ky-integrals are 
truncated at finite values ±kxmax and ±kymax, respectively, and in cases where the PWS is obtained 
from measurements, the PWS is reliable only over the visible region or an even smaller spectral 
domain [5]. 
The PWS is an analytic function on the entire spectral domain except possibly at the border 
between the visible and invisible region where kz = 0 and a singularity of the type 1/kz often 
exists in one or more of its components [4]. This constitutes the only possible singularity and a 
necessary but insufficient condition to prevent its exsistence is a null in the xy-plane of the 
antenna far-field pattern. While the singularity in the PWS does not explicitly appear in Eq. 1b, 
it is seen when ( , )x yT k k is expressed as a function of the volume current density J  of the 
antenna [4]  




















                                                           (2) 
with η being the medium intrinsic admittance, or when the visible region of ( , )x yT k k  is 
expressed in terms of the far-field pattern [4], 
( , , ) lim ( , , )
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since cos zk k  .   
 
3. The singularity extraction technique 
Though the singularity of ( , )x yT k k is integrable, a direct use of the IFFT results in an 
inaccurate aperture field unless the singularity is sampled very densely. While on one hand this 
could in principle be possible, on the other hand such a high density would be necessary over 
the entire kxky-domain in order to have the uniform sampling required by the IFFT algorithm. 
This presents a problem when the plane wave spectrum is obtained from measurements since a 
very dense angular or spatial sampling, in θ- and φ-coordinates for far-field measurements or in 
x- and y-coordinates for planar near-field measurements, is then required. Another possible 
approach is to employ a special numerical integration scheme incorporating a singularity 
extraction technique like for example is shown in [6][7]. Finally, it is possible to transform the 
Cartesian spectral variables into spherical spectral variables in which case the singularity 
disappears. However, in both cases one would loose the advantages of the IFFT.  
Here, we propose to defactorize the spectrum T into a product of two functions, the finite 1T  
and the singular 1/kz whereby 
1
1
( , ) ( , )x y x y
z
T k k T k k
k
     .                                                                                                        (4)        
Since the IFT of a product of two spectral functions is equal to the convolution of  the two 
corresponding spatial functions [10] the integral of Eq. 1a is effectively solved since the IFT of 
 the finite 1T   can be computed numerically by the IFFT and the IFT of the singular 1/kz  is 
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1 zyxr  .  
This is done to have an exponential term of the type of z
ik ze in both factors, in order to use the 
Weyl identity of Eq. 5 and ensure an accurate implementation of the convolution, as explained 
in the following. 
From a computational point of view the following important observations can be made. 
First it is noted that, in practical implementations of Eqs. 1a and 6, the PWS is known only at N 
x N discrete points on a finite ±kxmax and ±kymax domain and thus with sampling densities 
max2 /( 1)x xk k N   and max2 /( 1)y yk k N   , respectively. In virtue of the Nyquist sampling 
criterion and the discrete Fourier transform theory, the transformed electric field is also given at 
NxN discrete points centered at the origin and with sampling 
densities 2 /( )xx k N   and 2 /( )yy k N   , respectively [3]. 
Second we notice that the Green‟s function, that is usually computed at the same N x N discrete 
spatial points
1
, is azimuthally symmetric and, once convolved with the function 1E , it provides 
the electric field E  at (2N-1) x (2N-1) discrete points.  
Third, though the result of Eq. 6 is in principle independent of the chosen z1, the result is 
accurate only when the truncation errors of the two spatial functions on the chosen xy-domain 
are negligible. For the AUT considered in Section 4 which has a size of 8λ, a z-coordinate less 
than 0.2λ ensures 1E  values with negligible truncation error on the [-30λ : 30λ] xy-domain and 
a z1-plane of about 0.01λ provides the Green‟s function with a sufficient decay on the same 
spatial region. The effect of the convolution will always be that of a more accurate field; 
                                                 
1
 The Green‟s function can however be computed on an even larger xy-domain, provided that 
the sampling in x- and y- is maintained, since we know its expression analytically. 
 however, for small z1-values the Green‟s function is very peaked and it may happen that the 
effect is quantitatively limited.  
Fourth, if we want to compute the electric field E only on a certain spatial window of the entire 
xy-domain, whether centered or not, we can easily modify the convolution algorithm by 
providing as input the function 1E  on the desired xy-window, as long as a sufficient decay of 
1E is ensured. The Green‟s function can also be considered on a window smaller than the entire 
xy-domain, provided that such a window is centered at the origin and a decay of at least 60dB 
from the peak is ensured. By doing that, the computational time for the convolution drastically 
diminishes. 
Fifth, it is noted that the singularity extraction technique provides the correct aperture field also 
for non-singular spectral components and the technique can thus be applied to all components 
of the PWS without a priori considerations on the absence or presence of the singularity. 
 
4. Test case 
In order to illustrate the effect of the singularity extraction technique presented in Section 3, we 
investigate here an array of 5 y-oriented electric Hertzian dipoles displaced along the x-axis at a 
distance of 2λ from each others, see Fig. 2. The excitations of the 5 dipoles are P, P/2, P/5, P/8, 
and P/10, respectively, with P being the dipole moment of the dipole at the origin. The exact 
PWS is first computed from Eq. 2 on the [-2k, 2k] kxky-domain with 91 sampling points in both 
directions, see Fig. 3. The PWS clearly shows the singularity in both the x- and y-components. 
In the computation of the aperture field from this PWS, only the visible region is taken into 
account since this is most often the case in practice, while the invisible region is zero-padded. 
Fig. 4a shows the analytical x- and y-components of the electric field on the z = 0.1λ plane 
while Fig. 4b shows the result of a straightforward IFFT of the singular PWS without the use of 
the singularity extraction technique. It is evident that while all 5 dipoles are seen in Fig 4a, only 
the first 2 are clearly distinguished in Fig 4b. The last 3 dipoles, having a weaker excitation, can 
not be correctly detected since the singularity is not properly taken into account. Fig 4c then 
shows the result of applying the singularity extraction technique. In this case all 5 dipoles are 
clearly detected and the difference in their excitations can also be seen. The slightly wider 
extensions of these compared to the analytical result is due to the truncation of the PWS to the 




An effective technique to extract the singularity of plane wave spectra in the computation of 
antenna aperture fields was presented. The algorithm is based on the Inverse Fast Fourier 
Transform and Weyl-identity and allows the accurate computation of the aperture field when a 
dense sampling in the spectral domain is not possible. The detection of sources of very weak 
amplitude has been verified by a numerical example and the evident advantages compared to 
the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform of the plane wave spectrum without the singularity 
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 Figure legends 
Figure 1. PWE for a general antenna: (a) Spatial domain of validity, z > zo, (b) Visible and 
invisible regions of the spectral kxky-domain. 
 
Figure 2. Array of five y-oriented electric Herzian dipoles displaced on the x-axis.  
 
Figure 3. Amplitude of the Cartesian components of the PWS T for the array of Hertzian 
dipoles in dB scale and normalized to the center value of Ty, on the z = 0.1λ plane. 
 
Figure 4. Amplitude of the x- and y-component of the electric field in dB scale at z = 0.1λ 
normalized to the maximum of the y-component of the analytical field: (a) analytical field, (b) 
IFFT of the visible region of the PWS without the singularity extraction, (c) IFT of the visible 
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ABSTRACT 
The relation between the plane wave expansion 
(PWE) and the spherical wave expansion (SWE) 
is investigated. It is shown how the SWE can be 
transformed into the PWE, from which the 
aperture field can subsequently be calculated. 
Through the SWE-to-PWE transformation the 
visible as well as the invisible regions of the 
plane wave spectrum can be recovered, providing 
a high spatial resolution of the aperture field. 
The SWE-to-PWE transformation allows an 
efficient antenna diagnostics for spherical near-
field antenna measurements. Different test cases 
are examined and the limitations implied by the 
practical truncation of the SWE are investigated 
and clarified. 
 
Keywords: Spherical wave expansion, plane 
wave expansion, antenna diagnostics. 
1. Introduction 
Electrical and mechanical errors in an antenna 
can be identified by use of an efficient antenna 
diagnostics technique. The presence of such 
errors is usually observed in the measured far-
field pattern, however their causes can only be 
explained by analyzing the extreme near-field 
amplitude and phase. Since a direct measurement 
of this quantity is not usually implemented in 
measurement facilities, an alternative procedure 
has to be used.   Several non-invasive diagnostics 
techniques have been proposed over the years [1] 
and [4]; however, all methods are limited either 
in terms of the type of antennas for which they 
can be used, or in terms of the accuracy that they 
can provide e.g. methods based on planar and 
cylindrical near-field or far-field measurements. 
There is thus a need for an antenna diagnostics 
technique that applies to general types of 
antennas and that is intrinsically accurate. We 
propose a new technique to be applied at the 
DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test 
Facility located at the Technical University of 
Denmark [2]. The measurement technique 
employed at the DTU-ESA Facility is based on 
the SWE of the field radiated by the antenna [3]. 
This expansion is mathematically valid in any 
source-free region of space outside the minimum 
sphere of the antenna, the smallest sphere 
centered at the origin of the measurement 
coordinate system which completely encloses the 
antenna. Thus the aperture field in the extreme 
near-field of the antenna can not be computed [4]. 
One way to overcome this is to transform the 
SWE of the radiated field into a PWE. We will 
show how the plane wave spectrum can be 
computed by the coefficients of the SWE, on any 
aperture plane in the antenna source-free region.  
This will give two main advantages. The first is 
that the plane wave spectrum can be evaluated 
also in part of the spectrally invisible region, the 
second is that the aperture field can be computed 
as an inverse Fourier transform (IFT) of this 
spectrum. Hence, the spatial resolution achieved 
in the aperture field can in principle exceed the 
traditional value of half a wavelength, provided 
by the traditional techniques. In this manuscript 
analytical calculations as well as numerical 
simulations will be shown and investigations on 
the number of spherical modes necessary for the 
PWE convergence will be presented. All results 
are expressed in the S.I. rationalized system with 
e-iωt time convention. 
2. Theory 
2a) Theoretical derivation 
We start by introducing the SWE of the electric 
field Ē radiated by an antenna circumscribed by a 
minimum sphere of radius ro. In any source-free 
region r > ro the field can be expressed as [3],  
(3) (3) (3) (3)
1 1 2 2
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mn mn mn mn
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2mnQ are the expansion 
coefficients, that can be obtained from a spherical 
near-field measurement, and )()3(1 rF mn  and 
)()3(2 rF mn are the power-normalized spherical vector 
wave functions. The medium intrinsic admittance 
is denoted by η, k is the wave number, and r  is 
the position vector expressed as a function of the 
traditional spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ). In 
practice, the n-summation of the SWE is 
truncated at n = N, with N usually being equal to 
N = kro+10. The PWE of the same electric field in 
the spectral kxky-domain valid for z > zo, with zo 
being the largest z-coordinate of the source 
region, is given by [5] 
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i k x k yik z
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where kx, ky, kz  are the Cartesian components of 
the wave propagation vector k  with 
222
yxz kkkk  . The spectral domain, defined 
by the variables kx and  ky,  can be divided in two 
regions, the first one called “visible” for kx
2+ ky
2 
≤ k2 , responsible of the propagating plane waves, 
and the second one called “invisible” for kx
2+ ky
2 
> k2, see Fig. 1, constituted by the evanescent 
plane waves. The two variables kx and ky are 
always real, while kz is real in the visible region 
but purely imaginary in the invisible region. In 
practice, the kxky-integrals are truncated at finite 
values ±kxmax and ±kymax.  
                
Figure 1. Visible and invisible regions in the 
spectral kxky-domain. 
The plane wave spectrum for a given z-coordinate 
is equal to ( , ) zik zx yT k k e . It was previously shown 
[6-7] how the SWE of Eq. 1 can be transformed 
into the PWE of Eq. 2, arriving at the following 
relation 
cos1 ˆ ˆ( , )  ( )zik z ik zx y
z
T k k e E s e
k
          (3) 
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with zαyβαxβαs ˆcosˆsinsinˆcossinˆ  , β[-π, 
π] and αB, see Fig. 2. The vector spherical 
harmonics ( , )mnY    is defined by 

























     (5) 
with )(cosαP mn  being the normalized associated 
Legendre function as defined by [3],   
zαyβαxβαα ˆsinˆsincosˆcoscosˆ   and 
yx ˆcosˆsinˆ   . The variables α and β on 
the right hand side of Eq. 3 must be expressed as 
functions of the spectral variables kx and ky 
according to kks /ˆ  . The spatial resolution δx 
and δy obtained in the aperture field is given by 
maxmax /,/ yyxx kk    and can thus be 
controlled by selecting kxmax and kymax 
appropriately in the SWE-to-PWE 
transformation. 
            
Figure 2. Domain of the angle α on contour B.           
We can therefore summarize the required steps of 
this antenna diagnostics technique as follows: 
1. Evaluate the Q coefficients through a 
spherical near-field measurement of the 
AUT. 
2. Calculate the plane wave spectrum in 
the kxky-domain on a given z-plane, 








3. Compute the field on the desired z-
plane as the IFT of the spectrum 
through Eq. 2. 
 
2b) Theoretical considerations 
We will now focus on three specific aspects of 
the SWE-to-PWE transformation. First, by 
looking at the expression of the 
( , )mnY   function, in Eq. 5, we see after a few 
mathematical manipulations that  














 , with s = 
1,2 is the far-field pattern function of the 
spherical vector waves functions. We conclude 
that the spectrum in the αβ-domain, cosˆ ˆ( ) ikzE s e  , 
is thus given by the SWE of the far-field. All 
information about the visible and invisible 
spectral regions of the PWE is therefore in 
principle contained in the far-field. As an 
example of this important property, a z-oriented 
Hertzian dipole located at the origin of the 
coordinate system can be considered. Its SWE 
contains only the single mode s = 2, m = 0, n = 1. 
From the knowledge of the corresponding 
coefficient )3(
201Q  the plane wave spectrum is 
completely reconstructed in the visible as well as 
in the invisible region. For more realistic 
antennas the SWE of the field is given by a larger 
number of modes, however, the concept of 
deriving the complete set of Q’s from the far-field 
remains principally valid and its consequences 
will be discussed later. Second, since the variable 
α becomes purely imaginary in the invisible 
domain, see Fig. 2, the trigonometric functions in 
α included in ( , )mnY    are not limited in that 
region, and this gives rise to computational 
problems already for moderate values of n. An 
example is shown in Fig. 3, where the amplitude 
of the spectrum on z = λ for s = 1, m = 0 and n = 
20 and 1)3(
1020
Q is presented in logarithmic scale 
and normalized to the value on-axis. On the other 
hand, the exponential term
zikze , which is also 
included in the spectrum, provides a decay in the 
invisible region. A way to partly control the 
computational difficulties is thus to embed the 
term 
zikze into the calculation of the vector 
spherical harmonics. 
 
Figure 3. Amplitude of the spectrum for n = 20, 
m = 0 on z = λ, in dB. 
Third, we concentrate on Eq. 3. It is noted that a 
singularity for kz = 0 (kx
2+ ky
2 = k2) will always be 
present at least in one component of any antenna 
spectrum, and that the necessary, but not 
sufficient, condition to avoid that is a null for θ = 
π/2 of the antenna far-field pattern [5]. The 
singularity prevents a direct use of the fast IFT 
for the calculation of the aperture field, since an 
infinite number of points would be required to 
correctly sample the function in the vicinity of kz 
= 0. But there is a way to overcome the problem 
and get an accurate value of the field even from 
components affected by the singularity. For this 
purpose, we write the spectrum T as a product of 







),(),( 1 . We know that the IFT 
of T  is equal to the convolution in the spatial 
xyz-domain of the IFT’s of the two separated 
functions. We inverse transform, with a fast IFT, 
1
T and we write the inverse Fourier transform of 














            (7) 
To properly convolve 
 -11 1( , , ) F ( , ,z)x yE x y z T k k  with the Green’s 
function [8], we need to split the quantity z in 
two, z=z-z1+z1, to have an exponential factor of 
the type of










T k k z E x y z E x y z z
i r
    (8) 
with 21
22
1 zyxr  . The results and the 
accuracy of this method will be shown in the 
following section, dedicated to the test cases.   
3. Test Cases 
3a) Array of Hertzian dipoles 
A set of five x-oriented Hertzian dipoles on the 
xy- plane, four equally displaced from the origin 
with the distance ro and one at the center, see Fig. 
4, is the first test case.  
      
 
Figure 4. Five Hertzian dipoles displaced on 
the xy- plane, with minimum sphere of radius 
ro. 
With such a configuration the aperture plane can 
be moved into the minimum sphere of radius ro, 
still remaining in a source-free region. For this 
antenna the Q coefficients can be calculated 
analytically, by use of the results reported in [3, 
pp. 339] for a sampled x-polarized planar current 
ring. Since the SWE contains arbitrarily high-
order modes in n and m, the influence of the 
truncation in n in Eq. 4 can be analyzed. We 
consider as reference spectrum the one calculated 
through the dipole currents [5] 
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with P being the dipole moment. Tx and Ty 
contain the singularity in kz. Different values of ro 
have been studied, and here the results for ro = 2λ 
corresponding to kro=12, will be considered. The 
spectral components are then computed with Eq. 
4 for different values of N. Plots for N=kro, 
N=kro+10 and N=kro+40 are shown in dB in Fig. 
5, for the x-component on z = 0.2λ, normalized to 









    
 
Figure 5. Amplitude of the x-component of the 
spectrum of the five dipoles with ro=2λ, on 
z=0.2λ in dB: the reference Tx, N=kro, 
N=kro+10 and N=kro+40.  
We see how the convergence region in the kxky-
domain increases gradually with increasing N. 
For N=kro the visible region is still not 
completely reconstructed but its convergence is 
reached with N=kro+10. For N>kro+10, only 
changes in the invisible region are noted until the 
complete picture is obtained by N=kro+40=52. 
The singularity for kz = 0 is perfectly identified, 
already by N=kro+10. 
To better understand the convergence mechanism, 






P n Q  in function of n, see Fig. 6. 
 
Figure 6. n-mode power spectrum for ro=2λ.  
Extreme low values of power are contained in the 
high n modes, however, due to the corresponding 
low values of Q’s the product with the diverging 
vector spherical harmonics is kept finite. A plot 
of the x-component of the spectrum in function of 
N, for different points of the spectral domain, can 
finally clarify the convergence mechanism, see 
Fig. 7. Points belonging to the visible region 
reach convergence with N=kro+10, while points 
in the invisible region need more modes as they 
move away from the visible region. The 
maximum N required for a complete convergence 
in the [-2k, 2k] domain depends on ro. It was 
found that generally N=kro+4kro is needed for the 
five dipoles case. From Fig. 7 we see that the 
series behaves as one with alternating sign. At 
every step n a new quantity is summed to the 
previous terms, adding or subtracting a certain 
amount of spectrumThis is necessary in order to 
“clean” the spectral invisible region, until the 
convergence values are reached. We can therefore 
inverse Fourier transform the spectrum and 
compare the quantity with the analytical field. 
The z-component can be directly fast inverse 
Fourier transformed, while the x- and y-
components require the procedure of the 
convolution. To understand the influence of the 
invisible region, we consider the spectrum 
computed with N=kro+40=52, N=kro+10=22 and 
N=kro=12. 
 
Figure 7. Amplitude of the x-component of the 
spectrum in function of N, kro=12, for different 
points of the spectral domain. 
Only the convergent part of the spectrum is used 
in these cases, while the non-convergent part is 
replaced by zeros. Results are shown in Fig. 8 for 
the x-component on z=0.2λ, normalized to the 
value on axis of the analytical field and plotted in 
linear scale: we can distinguish the five dipoles 
on the xy-plane in all pictures.  However the 
result provided by N=kro is not quantitatively 
satisfactory in determining the dipoles 
contribution. On the other hand, already with 
N=kro+10 terms a very accurate aperture field is 
computed. This means that the most important 
part of the spectrum to be recovered is constituted 
by the visible region, the singularity for kz = 0, 




    
   
         
 
Figure 8. Amplitude of the x-component of the 
field on z=0.2λ, for ro=2λ in linear scale: the 
analytical, the one obtained by N=kro, 
N=kro+10 and N=kro+40. 
3b) Rectangular aperture in free-space 
The second antenna test case is a rectangular 
aperture excited by a TE01 mode, located on the 
xy-plane and radiating in free space, see Fig. 9.     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
Figure 9. Rectangular aperture, of dimensions 
a and b, located on the xy-plane, excited by the 
TE01 mode.  
From the analytical far-field pattern ),( F , 
based on electrical and magnetic equivalent 










kkT   [5], with  
 2/,0   and   2,0 . This immediately 
provides the expression for T in the visible 







analytically continue the far-field pattern ),( F  
to complex values of θ [5], so that, by the use of 
the same expression, the spectrum T  in the 
invisible region is also calculated. The angle θ is 
substituted by α defined on the domain B, and φ 
by β. The Q coefficients are calculated from the 
projection of the far-field on the functions 
),(ˆ mnYs  and ),( 
m
nY , and, due to numerical 
noise, only N=19 terms are available. 
Different values of a and b have been analyzed, 
and here we present the results for a=λ and b=2λ, 
corresponding to kro=6. The expressions of the 
reference spectral components are: 
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with ))2(/(1/ 201 bk   , 2/akX x ,  and  
2/bkY y . 0yT  and zxxz kTkT / , from 
0Tk . The singularity in kz=0 is present both 
in Tx and Tz. Again, we calculate the spectrum 
through Eq. 4 with different values of N, and we 
focus on the x-component, see Fig. 10 where the 
quantities are normalized to the value of Tx in the 
origin and plotted on z=0.2λ. The convergence 
mechanism is similar to the one shown by the five 
dipoles case. As before, the singularity on kz = 0 
is perfectly identified. Slightly more than kro 
terms are needed to reach convergence in the 
visible region, while modes with n>kro have only 
influence on the invisible region.  
 
 
   
 
 
   
 
Figure 10. Amplitude of the x-component of 
the spectrum for the rectangular aperture with 
a=λ and b=2λ, on z=0.2λ in dB: the reference 
Tx, N=kro, N=kro+10 and N=kro+13. 
The n-mode power spectrum is reported in Fig. 
11, and compared to the one of a set of five 
dipoles with ro=λ having the same value of kro. 
 Figure 11. n-mode power spectrum for a 
rectangular aperture with a=λ and b=2λ, 
compared with the one given by five dipoles 
with the same ro. 
The power contained in the high n modes is lower 
than in the five dipoles case: the corresponding 
Q’s can therefore better control the product with 
the diverging vector spherical harmonics. This 
could be the reason why a large part of the 
invisible region is reconstructed already for 
N=kro+10. The x-component of the field is finally 
calculated on z=0.2λ as IFT of the x-component 
of the spectrum with the use of the convolution, 
see Fig. 12. 
No analytical expression of the field is known on 
that z-plane, so the comparison is done between 
the IFT of the reference spectrum and the IFT of 
the spectrum represented by N=kro+10 terms, 
with the non-converging region replaced by 
zeros. Results are in linear scale and normalized 
in respect of the value on axis of the field 
obtained by the reference spectrum. The aperture 
dimensions on the xy-plane are identified, and 
again, extremely good agreement is found 






Figure 12. Amplitude of the x-component of 
the field on z=0.2λ, for a rectangular aperture 
with a=λ and b=2λ, in linear scale: above from 
the reference spectrum, below from N=kro+10. 
4. Conclusions 
A new antenna diagnostics technique for 
spherical near-field antenna measurements has 
been presented. The theoretical derivations as 
well as the two test cases have shown an 
important property: the plane wave spectrum, in 
the visible as well as in part of the invisible 
region, can be derived by the knowledge of the Q 
coefficients of the SWE of the field. This 
provides a spatial resolution in the aperture field 
higher than the usual half wavelength provided by 
the traditional techniques. It is important to point 
out that, while the reconstruction of the invisible 
region of the PWE is in principle possible from 
the SWE, the practical truncation of the SWE in 
real measurements will of course enforce a 
limitation on this.  However, it has been shown 
that very accurate aperture fields can be obtained 
with a realistic truncation number, provided that 
the spectrum at kz=0 is recovered. Future work 
will focus on the influence of finite dynamic 
range on the truncation number, for different 
types of antennas. Real measured data will then 
be included in the analysis.  
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A new antenna diagnostics technique based on 
the transformation of the spherical wave 
expansion (SWE) into the plane wave 
expansion (PWE) is proposed. The new 
technique allows the recovery of the plane 
wave spectrum in the visible region, and in 
principle also in part of the invisible region, 
from data acquired during a spherical near-
field measurement. From the PWE the 
aperture field can subsequently be calculated. 
While the fundamental properties of the SWE-
to-PWE transformation have been reported in 
previous articles, we concentrate here on the 
influence of non-ideal measurements aspects on 
this diagnostics technique. In order to isolate 
different measurement inaccuracies, the 
investigation is based on simulations 
1. INTRODUCTION 
While the effect of electrical or mechanical errors 
in an antenna is observed in its measured far-field 
pattern, the errors themselves are more easily 
identified in the extreme near-field of the 
antenna. Several non-invasive diagnostics 
techniques have been proposed over the years 
[1]-[3], but generally these techniques possess 
limitations with respect to the type of antennas 
and antenna errors to which they apply, and/or to 
the accuracy they provide.  
We have proposed a new diagnostics technique 
[4]-[5] to be applied at the DTU-ESA Spherical 
Near-Field Antenna Test Facility located at the 
Technical University of Denmark [6]. The 
measurement technique employed at the DTU-
ESA Facility is based on the SWE of the field 
radiated by the antenna. The SWE is valid outside 
the antenna minimum sphere and does not readily 
allow the calculation of the aperture field in the 
extreme near-field of the antenna. One way to 
overcome this is to transform the SWE of the 
radiated field into a PWE. The plane wave 
spectrum can be computed from the knowledge of 
the coefficients of the SWE, on any aperture 
plane in the extreme near-field outside the 
antenna. This technique gives two main 
advantages. The first is that the plane wave 
spectrum can in principle be evaluated also in 
part of the spectrally invisible region, and the 
second is that the aperture field can be computed 
as Inverse Fourier Transform (IFT) of this 
spectrum. Hence, the spatial resolution achieved 
in the aperture field can theoretically exceed the 
traditional limit of half a wavelength. While the 
fundamental properties of the SWE-to-PWE 
transformation have been described in previous 
articles [4]-[5], we will concentrate here on how 
non-ideal measurements aspects affect the 
diagnostics technique. To do that, we will 
consider an antenna model consisting of electric 
and magnetic Hertzian dipoles. Electrical 
measurements inaccuracies will be added to the 
calculated near-field. The effects of such 
quantities on the obtained Q coefficients, and on 
the extreme near-field provided by the diagnostics 
will be then studied. Finally, errors will be 
introduced in the antenna model and the ability of 
the diagnostics technique to identify these will be 
tested. All results are expressed in the S.I. 
rationalized system with the e-iωt time convention. 
2. THEORY OF THE SWE-TO-PWE 
TRANSFORMATION 
We begin by introducing the SWE of the electric 
field E radiated by an antenna circumscribed by 
a minimum sphere of radius ro [7], with or r , 
(3) (3) (3) (3)
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2mnQ are the expansion 
coefficients, obtained from a spherical near-field 
measurement, and )(
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power-normalized spherical vector wave 
functions. The medium intrinsic admittance is η, k 
is the wave number, and r  is the position vector 
expressed in terms of spherical coordinates (r, θ, 
φ) or rectangular coordinates (x, y, z). In practice, 
 the n-summation of the SWE is truncated at 
N=kro+10 since this is sufficient for an accurate 
calculation of the far-field. The PWE of the same 
electric field E in the spectral kxky-domain valid 
for z > zo, with zo being the largest z-coordinate 
of the antenna, is given by [8] 
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where kx and ky, are the spectral variables and 
222
yxz kkkk  . The spectral domain can be 
divided in two regions, the visible, for kx
2+ ky
2 ≤ 
k2, containing the propagating plane waves, and 
the invisible, for kx
2+ ky
2 > k2, containing the 
evanescent plane waves, see Fig. 1. The two 
variables kx and ky  are always real, while kz is real 
in the visible region but purely imaginary with a 
positive imaginary part in the invisible region. In 
practice, the kx- and ky-integrals are truncated at 
finite values  ±kxmax and ±kymax respectively. At the 
border between the visible and invisible regions 
kz = 0 and the PWE generally possesses a 
singularity there [8]. 
                   
Figure 1. Visible and invisible regions of the 
spectral kxky-domain. 
The plane wave spectrum for a given z-coordinate 
is thus ( , ) zik zx yT k k e . It was previously shown [4]-
[5] and [9] how the SWE of Eq. 1 can be 
transformed into the PWE of Eq. 2, arriving at the 
following relation 
1 ˆ ˆ( , )  ( )exp( cos )zik zx y
z
T k k e E s ik z
k
                  (3) 
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with zαyβαxβαs ˆcosˆsinsinˆcossinˆ  , β[-π, π] 
and equal to )/atan( xy kk , αB see Fig. 2 




being the vector spherical harmonics, see also 
[4]-[5]. The imaginary values of the angle α 
correspond to the invisible kxky-domain, and make 
the spherical harmonics )(  ,Y mn divergent in 
that region. Eq. 4 shows that the plane wave 
spectrum can be expressed as a series of spherical 
harmonics weighted by the Q coefficients of the 
SWE of the radiated field. 
                    
Figure 2. Domain of the variable α on contour B. 
But, while the visible region of the spectrum 
reaches convergence around N=kro, the invisible 
requires many more modes [5]. In practice the 
high order modes can not be measured due to the 
finite dynamic range. However, it has been shown 
[5] that the recovery with N ≈ kro terms of the 
visible region and the singularity for kz = 0 
provides accurate aperture fields. The spatial 
resolution )( yx , obtained in the aperture field 
is given by 
maxyymaxxx k/,k/    and 
can in principle be controlled by selecting kxmax 
and kymax appropriately in the SWE-to-PWE 
transformation. While in previous works [4]-[5] 
the investigations were based on ideal noise-free 
test cases, we will concentrate in the following on 
more realistic cases. 
3. SIMULATION MODEL FOR 
FINITE MEASUREMENT 
ACCURACY  
It is the purpose of this section to consider some 
of the most typical measurement electrical 
inaccuracies in order to clarify their influence on 
the proposed diagnostics technique. To do that, a 
Standard Gain Horn (SGH) model consisting of 
electric and magnetic Hertzian dipoles will be 
considered. Different measurement electrical 
errors will be added to its radiated near-field, and 








 be computed. The aperture field will be then 
calculated by using Eqs. 2-3-4.  
3.1 Antenna Model 
The SGH model works at the frequency of 3GHz.  
It represents a pyramidal horn with an aperture of 
a=4λ and b=3λ located on the xy-plane, see Fig. 
3, and with the lengths of the flared section in the 
xz- and yz-planes being R2=R1=5λ.  v The 
dominant TE10 mode constitutes the co-polar 
component, it is y-polarized and excited with 
amplitude 1, while the TE01 mode provides a 
typical cross-polar component, it is x-polarized 
and has an amplitude of 10-2 and a phase of –iπ/4, 
see Fig. 3. 
From the equivalence theorem, the equivalent 
magnetic co-polar currents are 
2 2
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Figure 3. Aperture of the SGH model with the 
TE10 and TE01 modes, and the reference 
coordinate system. 
while the electrical are computed from the 
magnetic imposing a Huygens source dependence  
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with x[-a/2, a/2] and y[-b/2, b/2]. The cross-
polar equivalent currents are computed in the 
same way and are equal to, with C= 10-2exp(–
iπ/4), 
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The current distributions of Eqs. 5-8, are sampled 
every λ/4 on the xy-plane to provide on the 
sampling points the excitation of a set of electric 
and magnetic Hertzian dipoles distributed on the 
aperture. From this dipole distribution the 
radiated field is computed and the directivity is 
plotted, see Fig. 4. It can be seen that the model 
represents a typical SGH pattern both in the co-
polar as well as in the cross-polar components, 
computed according to Ludwig’s 3rd definition 
[7]. 
 
Figure 4. Directivity of the SGH model, co-polar 
(continuous lines), cross-polar (dashed lines). 
3.2 Measurement Electrical Inaccuracies 
Model 
Drift and noise, in amplitude and in phase, have 
been chosen to represent the most frequent and 
important measurement electrical inaccuracies. 
Their values are reported in Tab. 1, for a 
frequency of 3GHz and a scan speed of  3 
deg/sec.  Drift during a spherical scan has been 
modelled as a linear function of the time t, 
drifterror = T/td  , with d being the value of the 
drift, see Tab. 1 in amplitude or in phase, and T 
the duration of a scan.   
 
Amplitude drift -0.015 dB 
Amplitude noise -60 dB 
Phase drift 0.25° 
Phase noise 0.15° 
Table 1. Values of measurement electrical 
inaccuracies. 
If XieXX  is the θ- or φ-component of the 
electric field E on a sphere of radius of 10λ from 
the origin, then the field is equal to 
Xi
errortot edrift XX
 ) )1((  when affected 
by amplitude drift and to 
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 for the phase 
noise. The Q coefficients have then been 
computed from the near-field distribution with 
electrical inaccuracies by the software SNIFTD 








)(  has been found, see Fig. 
5.  
 
Figure 5. SGH power spectrum for different 
electrical inaccuracies and for the ideal case.  
Fig. 5 shows that the major and most evident 
effect of the considered electrical inaccuracies is 
to truncate the available n-modes. It can be noted 
that numerical noise will anyway affect the 
computation, limiting the n-modes to 
N=28=kro+13 for the ideal case. Since all types of 
measurement errors manifest themselves as a 
constant level of the spectrum after a certain 
mode number, it was decided to continue the 
investigation with the amplitude noise alone, and 
then investigate different values of this. 
3.3 Spectra and Near-Fields Results 
The plane wave spectrum is then computed by 
using Eqs. 3-4 with the Q coefficients obtained 
from the field distribution affected by an 
amplitude noise of -60 dB. The truncation in n is 
set equal to 18 and an aperture plane equal to z = 
0.2λ is selected. A plot of the y- and z- 
components is reported in Fig. 6 in dB scale with 
the values normalized to Ty(0,0), and compared to 
the ones calculated through the ideal case with a 
truncation in n equal to 28. In both cases the 
visible region is recovered, and the singularity at 
kz = 0 is identified. The extra ten n-modes, 
provided by an improvement of 80 dB in the 
dynamic range of the ideal case, allow the 
reconstruction of a small part of the invisible 
region, which is reduced for the noisy case. The 
spectrum in the invisible region is then replaced 
by zeros in the non-converging region and 
inverse Fourier transformed, see Fig. 7. For the 
data affected by amplitude noise the convergent 
region has a radius of 1.03k, while for the ideal 
case it is 1.1k. Fields are in dB scale and 
normalized to the value of Ey(0,0) when affected 





      
Figure 6. Amplitude of Ty and Tz on z=0.2λ, for a 
noise amplitude of -60dB and for the ideal case. 
They are compared to the components given by 
the ideal case, and to the ones provided by the 
superposition of the analytical dipole 
contribution. The results affected by amplitude 
noise are satisfactory and in good agreement with 
the ideal and the analytical ones, both for the y- 
as well as for the z-component. Very accurate 
results are provided by the ideal case, where the 
convergent region has a radius of 1.1k. We can 
again conclude that the recovery of the singularity 
for kz = 0 and of small part of the invisible region 







                         
 
Figure 7. Amplitude of Ey and Ez on z=0.2λ, for a 
noise amplitude of -60dB, for the ideal case and 
for the analytical case. 
 
4. DIAGNOSTICS EXPERIMENT 
The TE20 mode is now introduced in the SGH 
aperture, to simulate an overmoding error, with 
an amplitude equal to 0.1 or 0.2. The presence of 
this error gives rise to an asymmetry both in the 
main lobe and the side–lobes of the directivity 
pattern, see Fig. 8. For every TE20 amplitude 
case an amplitude noise varying between -70 dB 
and -50 dB is later added to the SGH near-field 
distribution on the spherical surface with radius 
10λ from the origin. The Q coefficients are 
computed by SNIFTD [10] and the power 
spectrum is calculated, see Fig. 9. 
 
Figure 8. Directivity on φ=0 for the SGH with 
TE20 amplitude equal to 0.2: co-polar 
(continuous line), cross-polar (dashed line), in 
blue the ideal case with no overmoding.  
 
Figure 9. Power spectrum for different values of 
noise amplitude: SGH with TE20 amplitude 
equal to 0.2. 
It can be seen that for a noise amplitude of -50 dB 
we have N=17 modes, and that a new mode is 
obtained every time the noise is decreased by -10 
dB. The effect is the same whether the amplitude 
of the TE20 mode is 0.1 or 0.2. The spectral 
components are then computed on the plane z = 
0.2λ, with the N truncation values of Tab. 2.  
-50dB amplitude noise N=17 
-60 dB amplitude noise N=18 
-70 dB amplitude noise N=19 
Table 2. Truncation value N for different values 
of noise amplitude. 
For both amplitudes of the TE20 mode and for all 
noise amplitudes, the visible region of the plane 
wave spectrum reaches convergence and the 
singularity is identified. For all cases, the effect in 
Eq. 4 of an extra mode in n reflects into an 
enlargement of the convergent region of the 
invisible spectrum. For -50dB noise the 
reconstructed region has a radius of 1.02k which 
becomes 1.04k for -60dB and -70dB noise and 
1.14k for the ideal case. The invisible region 
where convergence has not been reached is 
replaced by zeros and the spectral components are 
inverse Fourier transformed. Plots for the x- and 
y-components of the aperture field are shown in 
Fig. 10 for the TE20 amplitude equal to 0.2, in 
dB scale and normalized to Ey(0,0) when -50 dB 
noise is present. The aperture distribution is 
compared to the one provided by the ideal case 
with no noise and N=27, and to the analytical 
dipole distribution. Different colour scales are 
used for the x- and y-components to better 
visualize the amplitude variations. The 
asymmetry in the aperture distribution is clearly 
 detected in both components, providing accurate 
results in comparison with the analytical ones. 
The importance of the detection of the singularity 





   





          
Figure 10. Amplitude of Ex and Ey on z=0.2λ for 
a TE20 amplitude of 0.2. From the top: noise 
amplitude -50dB, -60dB and -70dB, ideal case, 
and analytical case. 
 
To underline its importance for a diagnostics 
point of view, the radius of the converging region 
for -60dB noise is now selected first equal to 0.8k 
and then 0.95k, while the remaining spectrum is 
replaced by zeros. The spectra are inverse Fourier 
transformed on z = 0.2λ, and the results are 
shown in Fig. 11, for the x-component. Even 
though an asymmetry is detected, the accuracy in 
respect of the ideal or the analytical case is very 
poor and not satisfactory. We can conclude that 
the singularity, well reconstructed by 17 modes, 
and a small part of the invisible region are 
important for an accurate diagnostics technique.  
To support that the aperture field obtained in Fig. 
10 is the consequence of an overmoding error and 
not of a mechanical tilt of the SGH aperture, the 
phase of the y-component is plotted, see Fig. 12. 
The symmetry of this on the xy-plane indicates 
that a tilt is not present. 
 
 
               
 
    
Figure 11. Amplitude of Ex on z=0.2λ for a TE20 
amplitude of 0.2 and -60dB amplitude noise: 
region of radius 0.95k (above), region of radius 
0.8k (below). 
 
Figure 12. Phase of Ey on z=0.2λ for a TE20 
amplitude of 0.2, -60dB amplitude noise and 
1.04k convergent region. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The effects of finite measurement accuracy on the 
SWE-to-PWE diagnostics technique have been 
presented. It was found that among the numerous 
 kinds of measurement electrical errors, the 
amplitude noise was the strongest and the most 
important. The effect of such a noise distribution 
generally reflects into a truncation of the 
available Q coefficients of the SWE of the field. 
It has been found that for a SGH the measured 
Q’s are anyway sufficient to reconstruct the 
visible region of the plane wave spectrum, the 
singularity for kz = 0, and a small circular region 
in the invisible region. This spectral distribution 
provides very accurate results in the computed 
aperture field. The effect of an overmoding error 
has also been studied. It has been found that an 
overmode of amplitude 0.1 and 0.2 can be 
detected and identified, in amplitude as well as in 
the phase, in the presence of typical measurement 
noise. Future investigations will concentrate on 
different antenna types with the purpose of 
identifying other antenna errors. 
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A new antenna diagnostics technique has been 
developed for the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-
Field Antenna Test Facility at the Technical 
University of Denmark. The technique is based 
on the transformation of the Spherical Wave 
Expansion (SWE) of the radiated field, obtained 
from a spherical near-field measurement, to the 
Plane Wave Expansion (PWE), and it allows an 
accurate reconstruction of the field in the 
extreme near-field region of the antenna under 
test (AUT), including the aperture field. While 
the fundamental properties of the SWE-to-PWE 
transformation, as well as the influence of finite 
measurement accuracy, have been reported 
previously, we validate here the new antenna 
diagnostics technique through an experimental 
investigation of a commercially available offset 
reflector antenna, where a tilt of the feed and 
surface distortions are intentionally introduced. 
The effects of these errors will be detected in the 
antenna far-field pattern, and the accuracy and 
ability of the diagnostics technique to 
subsequently identify them will be investigated. 
Real measurement data will be employed for 
each test case. 
  
Keywords: Antenna diagnostics, spherical near-
field measurements, spherical wave expansion, 
plane wave expansion, offset reflector antenna. 
1. Introduction 
Electrical and mechanical errors in an antenna may 
seriously affect the antenna’s performance. Though 
their presence is usually observed by anomalies in 
the antenna’s far-field pattern, their identification is 
normally possible only through an analysis of the 
antenna’s extreme near-field. The reconstruction of 
the extreme near-field on the basis of near- or far-
field measurements is thus an essential step in 
antenna diagnostics. 
Several non-invasive diagnostics techniques have 
been proposed over the years [1]-[3]: [1] computes 
the aperture field from planar near-field 
measurements, [2] studies and detects the errors 
caused by radome defects on basis of spherical 
near-field measurements while [3] reconstructs the 
induced currents on the surface of big reflectors 
starting from far-field data.  
When the field is expressed as a SWE obtained 
from a spherical near-field measurement, as is the 
case at the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna 
Test Facility [4], the calculation of the extreme 
near-field is anyway not straightforward since the 
SWE is valid only outside the antenna minimum 
sphere of radius ro, see Fig. 1. 
One way to circumvent this limitation is to 
transform the SWE into the PWE, which is valid on 
any z-plane z > zo, with zo being the largest z-
coordinate of the source; note that   o oz r , see 
Fig. 1. Once the PWE is known, the extreme near-
field can be computed by an inverse Fourier 
transform (IFT) and then subjected to diagnostics. 
This constitutes the basis of the recently developed 
SWE-to-PWE antenna diagnostics technique [5]-
[6]. The technique uses spherical near-field 
measurement data to compute the field on a plane 
located in the extreme near-field of the AUT, and 
provides a spatial resolution that may, in principle, 
exceed the traditional limit of half a wavelength. 
The purpose of this work is to perform an 
experimental validation of the SWE-to-PWE 
antenna diagnostics technique under typical 
measurement conditions. To this end, we employ a 
cheap and simple commercially available offset 
reflector antenna for satellite TV reception, which 
in its nominal configuration already exhibits several 
non-ideal characteristics. We then introduce three 
additional errors, viz. a tilt of the feed, a localized 
bump in the reflector, and a global distortion of the 
reflector surface. The near-fields are measured on a 
spherical surface, and transformed to the 
corresponding far-fields, where the effects of the 
errors are observed. The extreme near-field is then 
computed with the new antenna diagnostics 
technique with the purpose of identifying those 
errors. 
 
                
Figure 1. Spatial domains of validity of the SWE 
and PWE for a general antenna: the 
PWE is valid for z > zo, the SWE for r 
> ro. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the 
SWE-to-PWE diagnostics technique and its 
properties are briefly summarized, in Section 3 the 
offset reflector antenna is described, while the 
errors and the diagnostics results are presented in 
Section 4. All quantities are expressed in the S.I. 
rationalized system with the e-iωt time convention. 
2. The SWE-to-PWE antenna diagnostics 
technique 
We start by introducing the SWE of the electric 
field   E radiated by an antenna circumscribed by a 
minimum sphere of radius ro, [7],  for or r . 
(3) (3) (3) (3)
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2mnQ are the expansion 
coefficients and )(
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2 rF mn are the 
power-normalized spherical vector wave functions. 
The medium intrinsic admittance is η, k is the wave 
number, and r  is the position vector expressed in 
terms of spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ) or 
rectangular coordinates (x, y, z). In practice, the n-
summation of the SWE is typically truncated at 
N = kro+10 since this is sufficient for an accurate 
calculation of the far-field. The PWE of the same 
electric field E in the spectral kxky-domain valid for 
z > zo is given by [8], 
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where kx and ky, are the spectral variables and 
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yxz kkkk  . The plane wave spectrum for 
a given z-coordinate is 
( , , ) ( , ) z
ik z
x y x yT k k z T k k e . The spectral domain 
is divided into two regions, the visible region, for 
kx
2+ ky
2 ≤ k2, which contains the propagating plane 
waves, and the invisible region, for kx
2+ ky
2 > k2, 
which contains the evanescent plane waves, see Fig. 
2. The two variables kx and ky are real, while kz is 
real in the visible region but purely imaginary with 
a positive imaginary part in the invisible region. In 
practice, the kx- and ky-integrals are truncated at 
finite values ±kxmax and ±kymax respectively, 
providing a spatial resolution )( yx , in the 
aperture field equal to / , /
x xmax y ymax
k k     . 
At the border between the visible and invisible 
regions kz = 0 and the PWE generally possesses a 
singularity there [8].  










                    
Figure 2. Visible and invisible regions of the 
spectral kxky-domain, and B contour of 
the variable α.  
It can be shown [5]-[6] that the SWE of Eq. 1 can 
be rigorously transformed into the PWE of Eq. 2, 
allowing the plane wave spectrum ( , , )x yT k k z to 
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with ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ/ ( ) /x y zk k k k x k y k z k    . The 
function ( , )
m
nY    is the vector spherical 
harmonics [5], αB, see Fig. 2, and is equal to 
acos( / )
z
k k  , while  - ,     and is equal 
to )atan( xy k/k . Eq. 3 shows that the plane 
wave spectrum on any z-plane z > zo can be 
expressed as a series of the same type and with the 
same Q coefficients of the SWE of Eq. 1, where the 
only difference lies in the basis functions that are 
now the vector spherical harmonics instead of the 
power-normalized spherical vector wave functions. 
The imaginary values of the angle α correspond to 
the invisible region of the kxky-domain. Though the 
functions ( , )
m
nY    have an exponential growth in 
that region, it is important to note that the series of 
Eq. 3 is convergent in the entire spectral domain. 
Nevertheless, while the visible region of the 
spectrum reaches convergence with N ≈ kro terms, 
the invisible requires many more terms to 
compensate the exponential growth of the spherical 
harmonics [5]-[6]. In practice the finite dynamic 
range of the measurement system limits the 
measurement of these high order modes. However, 
it has been shown [6] that the recovery of the 
visible region and the singularity for 0zk  , both 
correctly represented by the first N ≈ kro modes, 
provides accurate aperture fields that facilitate an 
effective diagnostics. 
3. The offset reflector antenna: model and 
nominal configuration 
The AUT is a 12 GHz offset parabolic reflector, 
defined in the xyz-coordinate system by a circular 
projected aperture of diameter D = 60 cm, a focal 
length f  = 39 cm and a clearance d’ = 9 cm, see Fig. 
3. The feed is linearly polarized along xf, where xf yf 
zf is the feed coordinate system, with its origin at the 
focus and with zf pointing towards the center point 
on the reflector. We introduce two coordinate 
systems (CS): the measurement CS, xmeas ymeas zmeas, 
with its origin on the reflector aperture plane and 
the zmeas-axis normal to that and coinciding with the 
horizontal rotation axis of the measurement system, 
and the cut CS, xcut ycut zcut, obtained by rotating 
xmeas ymeas zmeas 26.5º around ymeas, and with zcut   thus 
aligned to the main beam direction. 
The measurement set-up of the antenna in its 
nominal configuration is shown in Fig. 4. By simply 
rotating the Q coefficients of the SWE of the 
radiated electric field measured in the measurement 
CS, the Q coefficients of the SWE in the cut CS are 
easily obtained [7]. The amplitude of the 
transformed far-field pattern, in the cut CS, of the 
antenna in its nominal configuration is plotted in dB 
in Fig. 5, showing co- and cross-polar components 
according to Ludwig’s 3rd definition [7], in the uv-
space, normalized to the maximum value of the co-
polar component.  
0 
B 
    
   
Figure 3. Offset reflector antenna: geometry and 
coordinate systems. 
 
Figure 4. AUT on the measurement tower: 
geometry and coordinate systems. 
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  has been found, 
see Fig. 6. 
It is seen that the finite dynamic range of the 
measurement system allows the correct acquisition 
of N = 135 modes which, with ro≈18λ, corresponds 
to N = kro+22, and M = 120.  
 
 
Figure 5. Amplitude of co- and cross-polar 
components in dB of the antenna far-
field in its nominal configuration in the 
cut CS. 
Truncating the mode spectrum at these two values, 
which will be used in all the subsequent 
investigated cases, retains more than 99.99% of the 
total radiated power. With these n- and m-
truncations in the series of Eq. 3 it is expected to 
recover only the visible part of the plane wave 
spectrum and the singularity at kz = 0. A calculation 
of the invisible region to improve the spatial 
resolution of the aperture fields is not possible here, 
since the number of available n-modes is not 
sufficient to reach convergence in the invisible 
region. 
The Q coefficients of the SWE in the cut CS have 
thus been used to compute with Eq. 3 the plane 
wave spectrum ( , , )x yT k k z , in the [-3k, 3k] 


























 Figure 6. Power spectrum in the cut CS of the 
antenna in the nominal configuration 
and the truncation numbers N=135, 
M=120. 
After replacing by zeros the values of the plane 
wave spectrum in the invisible region, the spectrum 
was inversely Fourier transformed obtaining the 
aperture field. Plots of the amplitude of the x- and y-
components of the electric field (in dB scale and 
normalized to the maximum of Ex), and phase of the 
x-component are shown in Fig. 7 on the z-plane z = 
17 cm in the cut CS, where the projected circular 




Figure 7. Amplitude of Ex and Ey and phase of Ex 
on z=17 cm, in the cut CS for the 
nominal configuration. 
While the amplitude field distributions of Ex 
and Ey are almost symmetric around the y=0 
axis, as expected, the phase distribution is not 
constant, as would be the case for an ideal 
parabolic reflector antenna, but shows a 
variation from the center of the aperture to the 
edge that reaches the maximum value of 2.4 
rad. Thus, this reflector antenna – even in its 
nominal configuration – is far from ideal. By 
looking at the left side of the projected circular 
rim, we clearly distinguish the diffraction from 
the strut and the effect of the feed. 
4. Antenna errors: measurements and diagnostics 
results 
4a) Feed tilt 
Feed tilts of 5º and 10º around the xf –axis have 
been considered, see Fig. 8. The tilt of the feed 
causes an asymmetry of the cross-polar far-field 
which is detectable already for the 5º case but 
becomes more evident for the 10º case, see Fig. 9. 
The Q coefficients of the SWE in the cut CS have 
been used to compute the plane wave spectrum  
( , , )x yT k k z  on the z-plane z = 17cm. 
The amplitudes of the x- and y-components of the 
aperture field are shown in Fig. 10. When it is 
compared to Fig. 7, this clearly shows a tilt of the 
feed illumination towards the negative y-axis.  
 
 Figure 8. Offset reflector with a feed tilt. 
 
Figure 9. Amplitude of cross-polar component in 
dB of the antenna far-field for the 10º 




Figure 10. Amplitude of Ex and Ey on z = 17 cm, 
in the cut CS for the 10º feed tilt case. 
4b) Gaussian bump 
A metallic bump with the shape of a two-
dimensional Gaussian function with peak and sigma 
both of 1 cm has been built and attached to the 
reflector surface, see Fig. 11. The co-polar 
component of the far-field pattern in the cut CS is 
shown in Fig. 12.  
 
Figure 11. Offset reflector with a Gaussian 
bump. 
While the shape of the main beam is similar to the 
one of the nominal configuration in Fig. 5, the 
structure of the side-lobes changes significantly. 
The same was noticed for the cross-polar 
component. 
 Figure 12. Amplitude of co-polar component of 
the antenna far-field for the Gaussian 
bump case in the cut CS. 
The aperture field was then calculated on the z = 17 
cm plane in the cut CS, see Fig. 13 (above). On that 
plane also the z-component of the field (not shown 






Figure 13. Amplitude of Ex on z = 17 cm in the 
cut CS (above), and on z = 0.5 cm in 
the measurement CS (below) for the 
Gaussian bump case. 
Though the aperture illumination is now almost 
symmetric, when compared to Figs. 7 and 10, a 
circular structure of different amplitude is noticed 
for x ≈ 0 cm and y ≈ -20 cm. The picture becomes 
more clear when the aperture field is computed in 
the measurement CS on z = 0.5 cm, see Figs. 3 and 
13 (below), where the projected elliptical rim of the 
reflector is also indicated. 
4c) Surface distortion 
A surface distortion was finally introduced by 
randomly placing 21 dishes of aluminum each with 
a diameter of 5 cm and thicknesses of 2.5 mm, 1.5 
mm and 1 mm (λ=2.5 cm) on the entire reflector 
surface, see Fig. 14. This serves as a model of 
slowly varying surface distortions. 
 
Figure 14. Offset reflector with surface 
distortions. 
The co-polar component of the far-field is shown in 
Fig. 15.  
 
Figure 15. Amplitude of co-polar component of 
the antenna far-field for the surface 
distortion case in the cut CS. 
It is seen that side-lobes of high amplitude appear 
all around the main beam region, which remains 





Figure 16. Amplitude of Ex on z = 17 cm in the 
cut CS (above), and on z = 0.5 cm in 
the measurement CS (below) for the 
surface distortion case. 
The x-component of the aperture field is shown in 
Fig. 16, above at z = 17 cm in the cut CS, and below 
at z = 0.5 cm in the measurement CS. As for the 
Gaussian bump case, the distortions become more 
distinguishable on a plane closer to the reflector 
surface, in particular all 21 dishes, the thicker 
clearly, the thinner less strongly, are identified.  
5. Conclusions 
A diagnostics of a simple commercially available 
offset reflector antenna for satellite TV reception 
has been performed by applying the SWE-to-PWE 
antenna diagnostics technique. The diagnostics 
showed that the antenna in its nominal 
configuration already exhibited non-ideal 
properties. Even in the presence of these, a feed tilt 
and two different types of surface distortions, which 
were intentionally introduced and provided 
anomalies in the far-field pattern, were correctly and 
accurately identified. The investigation serves as an 
experimental validation of the SWE-to-PWE 
antenna diagnostics technique in the presence of 
typical measurement inaccuracies and a non-ideal 
AUT. Furthermore, it highlights the value and 
importance of applying different coordinate systems 
and projected aperture planes for the purpose of 
antenna diagnostics. 
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Abstract 
The recently developed Spherical Wave 
Expansion-to-Plane Wave Expansion (SWE-to-
PWE) antenna diagnostics technique is employed 
in an investigation of the antenna system in the 
Microwave Imaging Radiometer using Aperture 
Synthesis (MIRAS) for ESA’s Soil Moisture and 
Ocean Salinity (SMOS) mission. The SWE-to-
PWE antenna diagnostics technique successfully 
identifies the sources of the anomalies detected in 
2 of the 138 MIRAS antenna far-field patterns that 
were measured during the on-ground calibration at 
the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test 
Facility in 2006.  In addition to its obvious value 
for the SMOS mission, this investigation also 
provides an experimental validation of the SWE-
to-PWE antenna diagnostics technique. 
1 Introduction 
The SMOS mission, scheduled for launch in 2008, 
is the latest Earth Observation Mission of the 
European Space Agency (ESA) [5]. Its purpose is 
to monitor the water cycle, the density of the 
seawater and the currents in the oceans to improve 
the knowledge of these phenomena and hence 
provide better weather and climate forecasts. A 
special radiometer, MIRAS, has been developed to 
capture the microwave radiation emitted from soil 
and ocean in the frequency band from 1.404 GHz 
to 1.423 GHz (L-band). In order to achieve the 
required spatial resolution, the radiometer consists 
of 69 independent dual-polarized receivers 
positioned on an 8 meter diameter Y-shaped 
support structure, that is folded during launch and 
un-folded once the satellite is in orbit. Each 
receiver includes a dual linearly polarized circular 
patch antenna. 
For the purpose of accurately determining the soil 
moisture and ocean salinity, the radiometric signal 
processing requires an extremely accurate 
measurement of the receivers’ antenna far-field 
patterns. A 1σ accuracy of 0.05 dB for the 
amplitude and 0.33° for the phase in a 70° angular 
region centred on the main beam direction was 
requested. The DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field 
Antenna Test Facility at the Technical University 
of Denmark (DTU) [6] was selected to conduct the 
on-ground calibration of the MIRAS antenna 
patterns. After an investigatory study to improve 
measurement procedures and the measurement 
system during 2003 to 2005 [7]-[8], the final on-
ground calibration measurements took place from 
November 2005 to July 2006, while the processing 
of the raw measurement data to determine the 
antenna far-field patterns was carried out in the 
fall of 2006.  
During the last measurement series of the MIRAS, 
see Fig. 1, anomalies were detected in the antenna 
patterns of two MIRAS receivers.  
In order to identify the source of these far-field 
anomalies a diagnostics of the two elements was 
performed based on the SWE-to-PWE antenna 
diagnostics technique [1]-[2]. The technique uses 
spherical near-field measurement data to compute 
the aperture field on a plane located in the extreme 
near-field of the antenna under test, and provides a 
spatial resolution that may, in principle, exceed the 
traditional limit of half a wavelength.  The 
aperture plane was chosen to be positioned on the 
outside surface of the Kapton-Germanium 
protection layer which covers the complete 
MIRAS structure, see Fig. 1.  
The purpose of this work is, besides being an 
important step in the MIRAS on-ground 
calibration, to provide an experimental validation 
of the SWE-to-PWE antenna diagnostics 
technique, when working in the presence of noise, 
finite dynamic range, and other non-ideal 
phenomena typical of practical measurements.  
 
      
Figure 1. Central part of the MIRAS, consisting of 
the hub and the three inner arm segments, on  the 
tower of the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field 
Antenna Test Facility during the last measurement 
series. 
 
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 a 
summary of the SWE-to-PWE technique is 
provided, while in section 3 the two faulty 
elements are analyzed. Both the measured far-field 
patterns and the computed aperture field 
distributions will be shown for each of the two test 
cases, arriving at the identification of the antenna 
errors. All results are expressed in the S.I. 
rationalized system with the 
i te   time 
convention. 
2 The SWE-to-PWE antenna diagnostics 
technique 
Electrical and mechanical errors in an antenna may 
seriously affect the antenna performance, and 
while their presence is normally detected by 
anomalies in the measured far-field pattern, often 
only an analysis of the extreme near-field can 
facilitate the identification of those errors.  
However, the computation of the extreme near-
field is generally not possible when the field is 
expressed as a SWE obtained from a spherical 
near-field measurement since the SWE is valid 
only outside the antenna minimum sphere of 
radius ro, with ro being the largest r-coordinate of 
the source. One way to overcome this limitation is 
to transform the SWE into the PWE which is valid 
on any z-plane z > zo, with zo being the largest z-
coordinate of the source, see Fig. 2.  Note that 
  o oz r .  Once the PWE is known, the extreme 
near-field can be computed by use of the Fourier 
transform and then subjected to diagnostics. 
 
 
Figure 2. Spatial domains of validity of the SWE 
and PWE for a general antenna: the PWE is valid 
for z > zo, the SWE for r > ro. 
To summarize the theory behind the SWE-to-PWE 
technique, we start by introducing the SWE of the 
electric field E radiated by an antenna 
circumscribed by a minimum sphere of radius ro, 
[3],  with or r , 
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power-normalized spherical vector wave 
functions. The medium intrinsic admittance is η, k 
is the wave number, and r  is the position vector 
expressed in terms of spherical coordinates (r, θ, 
φ) or rectangular coordinates (x, y, z). In practice, 
the n-summation of the SWE is typically truncated 
at N = kro+10 since this is sufficient for an 
accurate calculation of the far-field. The PWE of 
the same electric field E in the spectral kxky-
domain valid for z > zo is given by [4],  
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x y x yT k k z T k k e . The spectral domain 
is divided  into two regions, the visible region, for 
kx
2+ ky
2 ≤ k2, which contains the propagating plane 
waves, and the invisible region, for kx
2+ ky
2 > k2, 
which contains the evanescent plane waves, see 
Fig. 3. The two variables kx and ky are real, while kz 
is real in the visible region but purely imaginary 
with a positive imaginary part in the invisible 
region. In practice, the kx- and  ky-integrals are 
truncated at finite values  ±kxmax and ±kymax 
respectively, providing a spatial resolution 
)( yx , in the aperture field equal to  
maxyymaxxx k/,k/   . At the border 
between the visible and invisible regions kz = 0 
and the PWE generally possesses a singularity 
there [4]. 
                   
Figure 3. Visible and invisible regions of the 
spectral kxky-domain. 
It can be shown [1][2] that the SWE of Eq. 1 can 
be rigorously transformed into the PWE of Eq. 2, 
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with ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ/ ( ) /x y zk k k k x k y k z k    . The function  
)(  ,Y mn  is the vector spherical harmonics [1], 
with αB, see Fig. 4, equal to )acos( k/kz , 
and β[-π, π] and equal to )atan( xy k/k . 
Eq. 3 shows that the plane wave spectrum on any 
z-plane z > zo can be expressed as a series of the 
same type and with the same Q coefficients of the 
SWE of Eq. 1, where the basis functions are now 
the vector spherical harmonics. The imaginary 
values of the angle α correspond to the invisible 
region of the kxky-domain. Though the functions 
)(  ,Y mn have an exponential growth in that 
region, it is important to note that the series of Eq. 









Figure 4. Domain of the variable α on contour B. 
Nevertheless, while the visible region of the 
spectrum reaches convergence with N ≈ kro terms, 
the invisible generally requires many more terms 
to compensate the exponential growth of the 
spherical harmonics [1][2]. In practice, the finite 
dynamic range of the measurement system limits 
the measurement of these high order modes. 
However, it has been shown [1] that the recovery 
of the visible region and the singularity for 
0zk  , both correctly represented by the first N ≈ 
kro modes, provides accurate aperture fields that 
facilitate an effective diagnostics. 
3 Faulty elements and diagnostics results 
During the final calibration measurements of the 
MIRAS, see Figs. 1 and 5, anomalies were 
discovered in the far-field patterns of two 
receivers: 
1) Port 1 of the receiver unit BC03 showed a high 
cross-polarisation in the φ = 90° plane. 
2) Port 1 of the receiver unit A05 exhibited a 
noticeable frequency variation in all φ planes. 
In order to identify the sources of those anomalies, 
the SWE-to-PWE diagnostics technique was 
applied and the aperture fields for these two 
receivers were computed on the z-plane placed on 
the surface of the Kapton-Germanium protection 
layer, see Fig. 1, located at z = -5mm in the 
measurement coordinate system. For reference, the 
diagnostics was also applied to the unit A01 (port 








and cross-polar far-field patterns (Ludwig’s 3rd 
definition [3]) are shown in Fig. 6 for φ = 90º. 
 
Figure 5. The MIRAS antenna system in the 
measurement coordinate system with the faulty 
units A05 and BC03 and the correct unit A01 
indicated. 
 
Figure 6. Far-field pattern of the receiver unit A01, 
port 1, for 90   , showing correct co- and cross-
polar components. 
3.1 Element BC03 
The far-field pattern of port 1 of the receiver unit 
BC03 in the φ = 90° plane is shown in Fig. 7: it 
exhibits a correct co-polar component, but an 
unusual high cross-polar level at all frequencies of 
interest when compared to the reference pattern of 
Fig. 6.  
 
Figure 7. Far-field pattern of the receiver unit 
BC03, port 1, for 90   , showing an unusual 
high cross-polar component. 
From the Q coefficients of the SWE the power 
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found, see Fig. 8.   
 
Figure 8. Power spectrum of the unit BC03 at f 
=1.423 GHz, and the truncation value N = 58. 
It is seen that the finite dynamic range of the 
measurement system allows the correct acquisition 
of N = 58 modes which, at a frequency f =1.423 
GHz and with ro being equal to 9λ, corresponds to 
N = 58 = kro+2. With this n-truncation in the series 
of Eq. 3 it is expected to recover only the visible 
part of the plane wave spectrum and the 
singularity at kz = 0. A calculation of the invisible 










aperture fields is not possible due to an insufficient 
number of n-modes. The plane wave spectrum 
( , , )x yT k k z  has thus been calculated with Eq. 3, 
see Fig. 9 for a plot of the y-component in dB 
scale on the [-2k, 2k] spectral domain. It is 
possible to notice the recovery of the visible 
region and the singularity at kz = 0, while it is 
evident that the convergence of points belonging 
to the invisible region is not reached yet. The 
invisible region is thus replaced by zeros and the 
spectrum is then inverse Fourier transformed to 
obtain the aperture field. 
   
 
Figure 9. Amplitude of Ty, unit BC03, in dB on z = 
-5mm with N = 58: the visible region and the 
singularity are reconstructed, while the 
convergence in the invisible region is not reached 
for this value of N. 
In Fig. 10 the cross-polar components Ey and Ez 
are plotted. It is possible to distinguish the 
radiation from the circular patch as well as the 
diffraction from the edges of the hub. Moreover, 
for both components the radiation from the patch 
shows asymmetries with respect to the axis 
parallel to the y-axis and passing through the 
center of the patch. It was thus concluded that the 
anomalies of the pattern in Fig. 7 were due to an 
error in the patch excitation, i.e., in the patch feed 
network. The unit BC03 was subsequently 
replaced by a new one and, after a new spherical 
near-field measurement, the aperture fields were 
calculated, see Fig. 11. It is noted that the patch 
excitation is now totally symmetric and the 
diffraction from the edges has decreased slightly 
with respect to the faulty element case shown in 
Fig. 10.  
The circular ripples in the near-fields shown in 
Figs. 10 and 11 are artefacts caused by the 
truncation of the plane wave spectrum at the 
border of the visible region. This is the general 
consequence of a convolution with a sinc function 
in the transformed spatial domain. For high 
directive antennas, i.e., when the plane wave 
spectrum is highly concentrated inside the visible 
region and has low values at the border of the 
visible region, this ripple effect is negligible. For 
low directive antennas, i.e., when the plane wave 
spectrum is distributed on the entire visible region, 







Figure 10. Amplitude in dB and phase in radians 
of Ey and Ez, unit BC03, on 5mmz   . 
The artefact can however be reduced by use of 
windowing prior to Fourier transform; to this end a 
multitude of well-established signal processing 





Figure 11. Amplitude in dB and phase in radians 
of Ey and Ez, unit BC03 replaced, on 5mmz   . 
3.2 Element A05 
The far-field pattern of port 1 of the receiver unit  
A05 in the φ = 0° plane is shown in Fig. 12: the 
co-polar component clearly shows an unusual 
frequency variation.  
This anomaly was observed in all φ planes and in 
some of them also for the cross-polar component. 
In order to highlight and isolate the effect of the 
frequency variation, the diagnostics was also 
applied to the correct element A01. From the 
measured Q coefficients the power spectrum was 
computed and it was found that again a truncation 
of the n-modes at N = 58 was necessary for both 
elements. Following the same procedure used for 
the unit BC03, the spectra were computed on the [-
2k, 2k] spectral domain with the use of the SWE-
to-PWE transformation of Eq. 3 on the z-
plane 5mmz   , and then inverse Fourier 
transformed. Again, for both units only the visible 
region and the singularity for kz = 0 were 
recovered, while the entire invisible region did not 
reach the convergence with N = 58 and was thus 
replaced by zeros. 
 Figure 12. Far-field pattern of the receiver unit 
A05, port 1, for 0   , showing an unusually 
large frequency variation. 
In Fig. 13 the y-component of the aperture field of 
the faulty unit A05 is compared to the 
corresponding component of the correct unit A01 
for the three frequencies of interest, f = 1.404 
GHz, 1.413 GHz and 1.423 GHz.  While the 
behaviour of the unit A01 remains constant with 
frequency, the unit A05 shows significant changes. 
In particular it is noticed that the field at the 
antenna itself is asymmetric and changes with 
frequency; furthermore, the diffraction from the 
hub edges decreases with increasing frequency.  
The same happens to the z-component, while it 
becomes less evident for the co-polar x-
component. The same asymmetries were noticed 
also in the phase plots. Again, it was concluded 
that the anomalies detected in the far-field pattern 
were due to errors in the feed network.  
 
 




     (b) 
    
 
     (c) 
 
Figure 13. Amplitude of Ey in dB on the z-plane z 
= -5mm: above  the unit A05 (faulty) below the 
unit A01 (correct): (a) f =1.404 GHz (b) f =1.413 
GHz (c) f =1.423 GHz. 
4 Conclusions 
A diagnostics of two units of the SMOS MIRAS 
antenna system has been performed by applying 
the SWE-to-PWE antenna diagnostics technique to 
the measurements of the final on-ground 
calibration at the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field 
Antenna Test Facility.  The diagnostics showed 
that the anomalies observed in the far-field pattern 
could be traced back to asymmetries and 
frequency variations in the extreme near-field of 
the two antenna elements.  In both cases, it was 
concluded that errors were present in the feed 
networks of the units, for port 1 only, and the 
presence of such errors was later confirmed by an 
inspection of the antenna hardware.  It is noticed, 
that the calculated aperture fields show not only 
the field radiated directly by the antenna unit but 
also quite clearly the diffraction from the edges 
and other structural components of the support 
structure. 
 
The investigation presented here also serves as an 
experimental validation of the SWE-to-PWE 
antenna diagnostics technique in presence of 
typical measurement inaccuracies and highlights 
the importance of the analysis of the cross-polar 
components, in amplitude as well as in phase, for 
the purpose of antenna diagnostics. 
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